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Cambodia: Shrinking spaces versus empowerment of communities

Analysis of framework conditions & options for strengthening civil society, democracy & human rights in Cambodia
One has a moral responsibility to disobey unjust laws.

Martin Luther King Jr.

In Germany they first came for the Communists, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn’t speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me and by that time no one was left to speak up.

Martin Niemöller

You assist an evil system most effectively by obeying its orders and decrees. An evil system never deserves such allegiance. Allegiance to it means partaking of the evil. A good person will resist an evil system with his or her whole soul.

M. K. Gandhi
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Dabei ist die Studie eher pessimistisch: Anstatt die Bevölkerungsgruppen, mit denen sie arbeiten, in die Lage zu versetzen, die Ursachen von Rechtsverstößen, Korruption und Ausbeutung anzugehen, eröffnen viele NGOs und Entwicklungspartner staatlichen Institutionen, die synonym sind mit der regierenden Cambodia People’s Party (CPP), Möglichkeiten, sich an NGO-Projekten zu bereichern. Das trägt dazu bei, die Macht der CPP, die wesentlich auf Patronage und Korruption beruht, weiter zu stärken. Ein zentrales Instrument dafür ist das Gesetz über Vereinigungen und Nichtregierungsorganisationen (LANGO), das die Möglichkeiten der CPP, von NGO-Projekten zu profitieren, noch weiter ausweitet.

This study was commissioned by an international NGO as part of a process to develop strategies for strengthening civil society in Cambodia following the introduction of a number of new, oppressive laws that seriously limit freedom of association and expression. In a situation where democratic space is decreasing but active citizenship is increasing, the study looks at threats as well as opportunities for actors working to support democracy, human rights and social change.

Cambodia has reached a historical moment in which an increasing number of citizens and community based groups (CBOs) are willing to speak out and demand accountability. How NGOs and INGOs respond to the new laws, and if they choose to succumb to fear, could determine if this momentum will be sustained or not. With outreach to tens of thousands of villages and CBOs, NGOs are both in a position to empower communities and to constrain them.

Cambodia has a decreasing number of outspoken human rights NGOs and it is unlikely that the government would develop a new legislative framework solely to silence this handful of NGOs – particularly as existing laws have already proved sufficient to use the judiciary against perceived opponents of the regime. Rather, the primary target group is the new proliferation of CBOs and membership-based organisations. Meanwhile, only NGOs and INGOs are in a position to provide CBOs/associations with the financial and practical resources needed to comply in broad numbers with new repressive legislation.

As described by a number of observers quoted in the study, many NGOs and development partners avoid empowering approaches that allow rights holders to address root causes of their problems. Organisations that do not carry out or encourage a proper analysis of the power structures facing the communities in which they work risk enforcing the very structures that maintain corruption and exploit the poor, in line with Caroline Hughes’ description of CPP’s model of governance. Instead authorities – in Cambodia synonymous with the ruling Cambodia People’s Party (CPP) – are frequently given a role in planning, implementing and benefitting from NGO projects in a way that is contrary to empowering communities.

CPP’s hold on power is intrinsically linked to their ability to extract resources – especially from the poor – by drawing citizens into power hierarchies based on patronage and corruption. This is equally evident in underdeveloped rural areas where aid/NGO funding constitutes one of very few sources of revenue. The Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organisations (LANGO) increases the pressure on NGOs to abide by corrupt practices and opens up many new opportunities for authorities to extract resources from NGOs. LANGO will also increase the pressure on NGOs to allow their projects to be directed by CPP development committees or by CPP-controlled government institutions – allowing CPP even more influence over who benefits from NGO projects. Compliance with LANGO would therefore mean that NGOs abide with a system that entrenches CPP’s grip of power – especially if they are contributory in forcing associations/CBOs to register. This is far from the ideal of civil society acting as a guardian of democracy and human rights.

Key findings of the analysis of LANGO, based on desk research and interviews with 60 respondents are:

It remains unclear who will be required to register. The extensive registration and reporting requirements of LANGO will pose financially and practically impossible to comply with for associations/CBOs but also for many NGOs.
The number of bureaucratic barriers will make it very easy to prevent well-resourced NGOs from being able to comply fully, even if they have the ambition to do so. It will open up many new possibilities for civil servants to drain NGOs on money.

The government is already able to arbitrarily clampdown on NGOs and use the judicial system to intimidate NGOs. Cambodia is not characterised by rule of law and there is no need for the government to have LANGO to assert its powers. Instead the most likely reason for its enactment is to install fear with CSOs to make them self-censor and self-regulate. Many terms and definitions in LANGO, the Trade Union Law and the Telecommunications law – such as “neutrality”, “if necessary”, violations of “national culture” etc. – are intentionally kept vague to give authorities broad powers to control and intimidate CSOs.

If LANGO is successfully rolled out, it will help CPP to extract resources from Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) by extorting considerable fees. It will align CSO projects even closer with CPPs objectives.

If LANGO is successfully rolled out, it will help CPP to extract resources from Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) by extorting considerable fees. It will align CSO projects even closer with CPPs objectives.

It is likely that many of the costs for registration and reporting of community based groups & associations founded and supported by NGOs will be passed on to NGOs. With the financial and administrative resources needed to register, it is difficult to see that CBOs could be registered in broad numbers without the active “support” from NGOs.

An overwhelming majority of respondents rejected the idea of accepting requirements to register community groups. While there were expectations on oppression to increase, most respondents expressed a commitment to face these risk and try to continue their activities. Both donors and CSO actors should urgently prepare for the situation to deteriorate further in the run up to commune and national elections.

Based on the strategies expressed by Cambodian NGO a set of recommendations were formulated:

Do not encourage self-censorship: Self-censorship, fear and compliance exercised by NGOs risk spreading to the communities they work with and would help the government to stop the movement towards active citizenship. If impossible to articulate problems and their underlying causes it is also impossible to have a dialogue about how to solve them.

Address the RBA deficit: The greatest threat to NGOs’ and people’s ability and willingness to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change is not posed by LANGO but by practices inside the NGO community itself. Increasingly few NGOs are willing to challenge power and act as a force for democracy. At the same time, the established practices of community organising tend to more resemble committee organising and programmes are not designed in a way that spurs the growth of a democratic civic culture. All-too-willing cooperation with authorities in planning and implementing aid programs has enabled CPP to use NGOs to cement their power. Assess who is planning, implementing and benefitting from NGO programs to make sure that they do not disempower citizens.

Support deliberative education & critical thinking: International NGO should consider, together with like-minded groups, supporting the initiative to establish long-term trainings of NGO workers and community activists based on the Earth Rights curriculum. If deliberative education is allowed to be the foundation of amelioration projects, they can indeed become a seeding ground for critical thinking and voluntary collective action, i.e. the backbones of democratic transformation. Combining rights activism with organising around amelioration projects might also provide long-term sustainability for activism.

Close the gap between NGOs and CBOs: There is a need to develop modalities for channelling funds and reporting procedures that do not exclude key groups from receiving support or taking an active role in program management. The donor community should consider how donor demands for formal education, administrative and language skills have narrowed down who staffs NGOs and their choice of target groups. In case there is a strong conflict of interest between personal motivation of NGO workers and the groups they are meant to serve, they will not be able to fulfil the official mission of the NGO. International NGO could address legitimacy deficits by partnering with membership-based groups to a greater extent.

Increasingly scarce human rights funding should go to human rights defenders: it is important that scarce resources support those who take on the role to defend “democracy, human rights and social change”. While a plurality of approaches for how to achieve democratic change may be healthy, it is important to see if there
is any substance and real commitment to democratic change among those “human rights defenders” who comply with government demands that infringe democracy.

Support well-informed risk taking: If everyone abstains from speaking out or taking actions that could trigger oppression, there will be no one fulfilling the safeguarding role of civil society. Only acting within a framework approved by the government inevitably helps an undemocratic government to cement its power. It is crucial that NGOs do not assist the government in registering CBOs/associations and collectively resist attempts to drain CSO funds through corrupt procedures which entrench CPP’s patronage system. NGOs should not rush to comply with LANGO and other unjust laws, but rather let the government “push first”. While there are limits to how much oppression the government can exert, fear and self-censorship are much more efficient tools for achieving broad obedience and control. It is also important that those who make the choice to challenge power, knowing the risks involved, are morally and financially supported and that efforts are made to share the risk through collective action.

Cultivate a new ethos, articulate a clear theory of change and think towards movement building: International NGO and their partners should reflect on the role of awareness-raising, organising and collective action in their strategies and articulate a clear theory of change. There is a need to assess to what extent individual NGOs are seeking to be part of a collective effort and how their strategies and work relates to the bigger picture of democratising society. NGOs should learn from membership-based groups how to build unity and strength based on a shared vision and a shared theory of change

Build strength through numbers, reducing individual risks by acting collectively: While membership-based groups such as trade unions have largely been outside the focus of NGOs, a common practice has been to create artificial groupings of people with the help of per diems and other benefits. INGOs/NGOs need to consider how they can support the growth of more organic groupings that share strong enough common denominators to be willing to act together even if they lose NGO support.

Prepare for how to circumvent internet censorship & communication surveillance: The importance of internet in raising awareness and enabling people to express their views cannot be overestimated when explaining the current transformation of Cambodia. It should be a top priority to prepare practical measures to improve communication security – for example, by increasing security awareness and using simple tools for encryption – and to circumvent internet censorship. It is essential that Cambodia’s few remaining independent Khmer language media institutions be supported.

Circumvent control efforts by changing funding and reporting modalities: LANGO requirements on INGOs/NGOs to share all project documentation with authorities can be handled in a variety of ways: by drowning authorities in reports; through vague reporting; or by actively avoiding reporting on sensitive areas and by channelling funds through unsurveyed channels. If constrained by back-donor requirements, there should be concerted lobbying efforts by Cambodian CSOs and INGOs to influence back-donors to change reporting, registration and admin requirements to allow for cooperation with illiterate, underprivileged and outlawed groups of human rights defenders. It could also be helpful to pro-actively create a new reporting “best-practice” through cooperation between likeminded INGOs through collectively developing new, covert procedures.

Fight corruption & patronage, strengthen democratic accountability: LANGO increases pressure on CSOs to bribe authorities. This corruption in turn strengthens CPP’s grip of power. INGOs need to face the obvious inconsistency between zero tolerance to corruption and knowing that their partners fuel government corruption by spending outside the books. A study of the estimated total costs for civil society for increased administration, registration costs and other bribes induced by LANGO could be used to raise awareness about the financial burden on NGOs resulting from LANGO. This could be a way to find a common ground to engage more groups in resisting LANGO.

Increased accountability is also strongly dependent on strengthening the internal democratic structures in CSOs. Encouraging democratic accountability through deliberative and democratic education, transparent and democratic decision-making and abandoning “one-man show” centred, hierarchical leadership ideals will effectively help address corruption. Concerted efforts to address gender equality would be key to democratising CSOs.
This study was commissioned by an international NGO as part of a process to develop strategies for strengthening civil society in Cambodia following the introduction of a number of new, oppressive laws that seriously limit freedom of association and expression. In a situation where democratic space is decreasing but active citizenship is increasing, the study looks at threats as well as opportunities for actors working to support democracy, human rights and social change.

Four sets of questions, as formulated in the terms of reference for the study, will be addressed:

- **What impact has the new oppressive, legal framework, especially the LANGO, on NGO’s and people’s ability and willingness to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change? What are their fears?**

- **How have CSOs prepared for the situation after the law has been passed? What are their strategies to address problems connected to registration and increased control? What are the CSO strategies to continue pursuing their objectives?**

- **What kind of support/additional support do partners need to pursue their objectives considering the changed regulatory environment? What role can international NGO play in Cambodia and at international level to support partners’ strategies?**

- **What processes has the international community initiated to react to the new laws?**

In order to answer the questions, semi-structured interviews were carried out with sixty respondents who have different insights into Cambodian civil society (see a list of respondents and interview questions in the appendix). This included a selection of NGO who have an articulated human rights agenda as well as representatives of other human rights NGOs. It also included 35 community-based human rights defenders and also several representatives from international NGOs (INGOs). The interviews with community activists were carried out in seven group forums which were also used to share and discuss basic contents of the Law of Associations and NGOs (LANGO) which was passed by the National Assembly in July 2015. The report aims to describe general perceptions among Cambodian NGO partners and therefore it was not found necessary to identify respondents by name; instead, respondents are referred to according to the kind of organisation they represent. If, in name of inter-observer reliability, there is an interest in knowing the exact source of a quote, the author is happy to establish contact with the respondent.

The first chapter looks at the nature of the relationship between civil society organisations (CSOs) in Cambodia and discusses the ability and willingness of CSOs to defend democracy, human rights and social change before the introduction of the new oppressive laws. It also discusses the government’s rationale for introducing the new legislation. The second chapter gives an overview over key components of LANGO and discusses preconditions for implementing the law. In chapter three a discussion follows about the practical implications of LANGO on CSOs, if complied with. Finally, respondents’ strategies for addressing the increased oppression are presented and a set of recommendations are formulated.
The ability of Cambodian CSOs to promote democracy & human rights

In order to explore the overarching research question – what is the impact of the new regulatory framework on NGOs and people’s ability and willingness to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change – it is relevant to first ask two sub-questions: to what extent there was an ability and willingness from the side of civil society to take on such a role before the introduction of the new laws, and what is the impact expected by the government of the laws? In this chapter we will look at the nature of the relationship between CSOs and the state in Cambodia, followed by a discussion of the rationale behind the new legislation.

The relationship between civil society and the state in the literature

Academic literature discusses different, contradictory roles of civil society. The most common view of civil society sees it as a buffer between the state and the citizens. In this model civil society is able to hold the government to account and is a counter-force to authoritarian and undemocratic tendencies of the state. Independent of the nature and purpose of the various organisations inhabiting civil society, their mere existence is seen as beneficial for the development of a democratic culture and of active citizenship (See e.g. Öjendal 2014, Ou 2013, Bread for the World 2013).

A very different perspective is offered by the Gramscian world view. Here the government obtains power by controlling two overlapping spheres. The first sphere is the ‘political society’, which rules over citizens through force and laws. The other sphere is a ‘civil society’ which rules by controlling how we think, what we find normal, legitimate and possible (Tanja Kleibl, 2015). While civil society in the first perspective is a counter-force to authoritarian tendencies of the state, in the latter perspective it can instead be a means for an undemocratic government to increase its control over society – by hampering critical thinking and by affecting the perceptions about how citizens should relate to those in power. Civil society is a means for the government to ingrain perceptions that keep citizens passive when facing oppression from the state (Ou 2013).

With these two models in mind, to what extent are Cambodian CSOs a force for democracy, and challenging the undemocratic tendencies of the government, in line with the first perspective? Or to what extent are CSOs instead a tool for the ruling party to entrench itself further, in line with the second perspective? If there are CSO qualities that make them more or less likely to take on either of the two roles it is relevant to ask what these qualities are when thinking about ways forward.

The nature of the state in Cambodia – all state functions are inhabited by and controlled by the ruling party

As noted by several authors, the lines between the state institutions and the ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) are blurred in Cambodia. There is no separation between government structures and CPP structures. The CPP controls all the government institutions and the government institutions are used to protect CPP’s grip of power and to extract resources for CPP loyalists. This was recently illustrated when a four-star General, who is also a member of the CPP central committee, declared that the army belongs to CPP as Hun Sen is “is the feeder, caretaker, commander and leader of the army”.3

Not only the military but also the judiciary are entirely in the hands of the ruling party and are used against those threatening CPP interests.4 The foundations of the ruling party as well as the institutions of the state are structured according to a centralist socialist-inspired model (Lintner 2013; Trankell et al. 1996 p. 74), i.e. a model where the state/the ruling party has aspirations to control every aspect of civilian life and to pacify any potential sources of opposition. This is, however, not a model as fully or “sophistically” implemented as in Vietnam, upon which many of the state institutions were originally modelled during the Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia. CPP rules through a patron-client system, where “pyramids” of “strongmen”, with PM Hun Sen in the top, makes up the power apparatus. Over the years, the ruling party has tried to gradually increase its grip of power and meanwhile prime minister Hun Sen has gradually increased his control over the ruling party (Gottesman 2003; Strangio 2014). Cambodia is now described as a de-facto one-party state (Lintner 2013).5

Caroline Hughes, one of the most well-published and well-renowned Cambodia scholars, describes how CPP’s model of governance is based on the leaders obtaining loyalty by protecting rent-seeking activities of the members of the government apparatus. This includes extracting resources from aid and directly from the poor:

“Loyalty within the state apparatus is organised through networks of personal allegiance, friendships, kinship, and patron-client relations. These tie the state to the party and the civilian bureaucracy to the military. They are capable of very effective mobilisation at times – for example, during election periods they are mobilised to support the campaigning of the dominant party, the Cambodian People’s Party. However, they are also dependent to a significant extent upon informal flows of resources, including funds skimmed from international aid donations, “gifts” and bribes extracted from the population and foreign investors, and rents gained from illegal expropriation of natural resources such as timber and land. The networks of loyalty that underpin the state apparatus consequently resemble informal networks for the extraction of resources from society – and frequently directly from the poor. Loyalty from state officials is elicited through the protection of rent-seeking

2 See for example Lintner B., Power and Politics in Cambodia today. Unpublished paper commissioned by DanChurch Aid, March 2013;
3 "Every soldier is a member of the People’s Army and belongs to the CPP because Samdech Decha [Hun Sen] is the feeder, caretaker, commander and leader of the army,” said Chea Dara, who is among several high-ranking military officers recently incorporated into the CPP’s Central Committee. “I speak frankly when I say that the army belongs to the Cambodia People’s Party” Quoted from “Cambodia’s Armed Forces ‘Belong’ to The Ruling Party: Four-Star General, Radio Free Asia, July 29, 2015, http://www.rfa.org/english/news/cambodia/military-07292015145855.html Accessed December 2014.
4 Quoting a 2015 report by the International Bar Association the Cambodia Daily reported: There are credible allegations that the BAKC accepts bribes from lawyers entering into training, artificially restricts the number of lawyers entering the profession, permits entry by unqualified members of the CPP and is controlled by the CPP and government,... This last allegation is evidenced by the BAKC’s withholding of support from lawyers who are known to represent clients litigating against the interests of the state, where those lawyers then became the subject of spurious criminal charges.” The report says that bribes are standard practice throughout the judicial system, required for everything from securing a spot in a training program to settling a case, and even for accessing court records. “The result of all this is that the judiciary is perceived to be an extension of the government in Cambodia.” Zsambor P., Legal Group Urges Review of Cambodia’s Bar. The Cambodia Daily, September 18, 2015.; International Bar Association, Justice versus Corruption: Challenges to the Independence of the Judiciary in Cambodia, London, September 2015;
activities conducted by officials at every level from the lowest rural school to the office of the Prime Minister."6

The new laws need to be interpreted within this framework, i.e., how they fit into CPP’s strategy of increasing control and extracting revenue. In order to see what ability CSOs have to act as “advocates for democracy, human rights and social change” it is important to analyze to what extent CSOs are integrated into CPPs system of governance and to what extent they instead challenge the system.

The relationship between civil society and the state before LANGO – attempts to harmonise civil society with CPP

Needless to say, in this kind of governance model, government involvement in the planning and implementation of aid programs would be problematic. Sophal Ear (2013) notes how foreign aid has indeed been used by CPP to entrench itself:

“based on extensive field interviews and a handful of focused case studies, Ear concludes that billions of aid have done little to improve governance, promote democracy, or lift the country out of poverty. Moreover, he claims that Cambodian civil society is an example of the ‘shallow democracy’ implanted by the UNTAC mission. He argues that Cambodian civil society remains weak and too reliant on foreign funding. Even its successes, such as a 2006 campaign for the release of a handful of high-profile activists, ‘rely on pressure from the outside and do little to alter prevailing power structures’.”7

CPP tries to control or neutralise organisations with a potential for mass mobilisation or institutions with a potential to have an impact on the perceptions of broader layers of society: religious institutions are controlled by the ruling party; the education system is biased towards CPP; a vast majority of trade unions are controlled by the government; the ruling party encourages self-censorship on media institutions through ownership and intimidation of journalists; academic institutions are not allowed to research or teach on topics deemed sensitive by CPP;11 The regime encourages mass enrolment of youth into the Red Cross Youth and the scouts, which are both tightly associated with the ruling party. Membership in these two youth

6 Hughes, C. & Conway, T, Understanding pro-poor political change: the policy process, Cambodia. Overseas Development Institute, London, 2003. See also Pak Kimchoen, 2011, A Dominant Party in a weak state – How the Ruling Party in Cambodia has Managed to Stay Dominant. The Australian National University; Strangio, S. 2014, Hun Sen’s Cambodia, Yale University Press, U. K., for example p. 36 & p. 129 “Hun Sen’s reliance on the Cambodian elites meant that even had he wanted to, he had little real power to rein in corruption and other abuses. Land, forest, and natural resources were all fed into a machine that produced little for ordinary people. Cambodia’s health, education, and justice systems were neglected – its future mortgaged – in order to keep the Ponzí scheme of patronage aloft.”


10 In 2015 Cambodia ranked 139 of 180 countries in the World Press Freedom Index of Reporters Without Borders. Cambodia has been sinking steadily in the ranking, in 2002 it was ranked as number 71. www.rfs.org – ranking of freedom of media, committee to protect journalists, International Press institute/

11 Master students at Cambodia’s most prestigious law school, RULE, have been instructed not to write about a number of politically sensitive issues, including land evictions, the management structures of the Cambodian Red Cross – where the first lady is president – or the internal life of CPP. See Born Phopa, Law Students Told to Avoid Thesis Topics. The Cambodia Daily, March 5, 2012. Accessed January 2016 from http://www.opendevelopmentcambodia.net/news/ban-on-thesis-topics-needed-scholars-say/
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organisations is seen as beneficial for a career in the sectors under government influence. With the above in mind it should be of no surprise if CPP also strives to have an influence on NGOs and on associations who have an outreach to millions of Cambodians.

Increased attempts to control civil society:

While opposition parties and independent media have always been targets of CPPs control ambitions, civil society has seen fewer overt attempts by the government to control or intimidate. Compared with the years after the 1997 coup, when extrajudicial killings and violence against government opponents were common, Cambodia for many years saw a trend of declining political violence as Hun Sen had managed to neutralise any serious competitors or potential forces for democratisation. Sebastian Strangio describes the period following the 1997 coup as follows:

“According to Human Rights Watch, hundreds of politicians, union leaders and journalists have been killed in politically motivated attacks since the late 1990s; virtually no one has been brought to justice. Violence has since receded in Cambodian politics just as most national institutions – from the Buddhist monkhood and the monarchy to the boy scouts and the Cambodian Red Cross – have been “harmonised” with the CPP’s political consensus. Today, true power resides not in the democratic institutions imported by the UN, but in the flows of influence and mutual obligation linking Hun Sen with dense networks of business and political elites.”

LANGO and other new oppressive laws must be seen as an increase in attempts to “harmonise civil society with CPP” in the face of new threats to its power ambitions. However, the new laws cannot be explained by arguing that the pre-LANGO legal framework hindered government attempts to intimidate individual CSOs. Community-based networks focusing on land rights and access to natural resources have seen the judicial system regularly used against them in particular, often on the most arbitrary grounds.

While community activists have been frequently targeted and arrested, only on very rare occasions have NGO staff been arrested. Meanwhile, INGO staff have faced almost no government intimidation at all. It appears likely that the main target of the new laws are, again, the community-based networks and an attempt to stop the growth of membership-based groups.

Why is the government stepping up efforts to control civil society? Less fear of criticizing power

Many of the new oppressive laws have been prepared for years, including LANGO, while others have been rushed through in a short time. All respondents interviewed for this study agree that the reason that the government is now stepping up control efforts include the threats to the ruling party exposed by the 2013 elections. Similarly to how the CPP stepped up repression after losing the 1997 election the CPP now again resorts to oppression to counteract the increased threat to its power.

Never before in Cambodian history have people openly expressed dissent at such a scale as in the run up to the 2013 elections. Hundreds of thousands took to the streets to protest against CPP, who possibly could have lost the elections after ruling for more than three decades, had there been no serious election fraud. The electoral success of the opposition CNRP party came

13 In 2006 several NGO leaders where briefly detained after human rights day celebrations. One staff of LICADHO, Leang Sokchoeun, was imprisoned on dubious charges for two years. On several occasions during recent years have other NGO staff been threatened with different kinds of legal action but so far without any prison terms. Currently three Cambodian staff of the activist oriented NGO mother nature are detained. Their Spanish co-founder was denied a visa renewal after setting up a road-block but charged against him were dropped. INGOs have faced little pressure: Years ago the International NGO Global Witness had the visa revoked for one member was beaten up by unknown attackers. One of the respondents for this study, the Director of an INGO, mentioned that an unnamed source had informed the respondent that the authorities had established a list of unwanted, blacklisted INGOs. See Aun Pheap, Environmental Campaigner Convicted of Forestry Crime, The Cambodia Daily, March 4, 2016 https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/109399109399/Accessed on the same date.

as a big surprise, perhaps even for the party leader Sam Rainsy, whose daughter’s American wedding was planned for less than two weeks after the election\textsuperscript{15}.

Throughout the interviews with community activists made for this study it was clear that CPP now faces a new environment all the way to the village level. Citizen’s attitudes towards those in power seems to be changing. It was a general impression among respondents that citizens are now less fearful of expressing criticism of the regime:

“When we come to the coffee shop the village chief leaves because he does not want to hear us ask again about why nothing happens with the promised projects” (community activist)

“They tell us if you vote CPP you will get your land back. We tell them you told us that already before the previous election”. (community activist)

From an early age and in all public education, Cambodians are taught not to question those in authority:

“The social order is felt to depend upon everybody observing this status hierarchy and keeping his/her place in it. The primary social rule, says Martin (1994: 11), is “be discreet, unobtrusive, keep to your station”. “In the traditions of Khmer moral training, to protest against a parent’s decision, to criticize one’s boss or spiritual master, to rebel against a husband is inadmissible” (ibid.). Not only are such acts inadmissible, they are also foolish. “Going up against one’s superiors is considered futile because losing is inevitable.”\textsuperscript{16}

As expressed by Tim Frewer:

“An enduring history of invasion, violent suppression of political opposition, state extraction of surplus produce, and political instability has resulted in a significant gap between the rural populace and the ruling elite which is often characterised by fear of authorities and low expectations of the state ... The politics of fear which plays out amongst the predominantly rural populace of Cambodia is at fundamental odds with the liberal democratic conception of a citizenry that internalises the duties and rights of citizenship and places themselves within an autonomous sphere of society able to freely challenge and stand up against state power.”\textsuperscript{17}

One reason for the changing attitudes could be increased threats to Cambodian’s traditional livelihood. More than 70 percent of Cambodians depend on agriculture for their living\textsuperscript{18}. At the same time, during the last ten years, over half Cambodia’s arable land has been expropriated by interests close to the CPP. Cambodians in large numbers have seen their livelihood prospects rapidly change, not only losing land but also the access to forest and fish stocks have been depleted. A 2010 survey found that seven percent of 2000 of the respondents had themselves faced attempts to steal their land only during the last three years. Since then the pace of land grabbing has increased further.\textsuperscript{19}

The scale and urgency of the land crisis could be changing norms about how to relate to those in power. Several of the interviewed community activists expressed that there is nothing more to lose when they have no land and no livelihood, while if they protest they might at least have a chance to win the right to their land. Land grabbing also ended up being a dominant theme in the 2013 election campaign messaging of the opposition. The increase of land-related dissent even recently forced authorities to publicly state that “Cambodia will not have a land revolution”.\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{16}Martin 1994 quoted in Tranekel, Ovesen & Qjendal, 1996, When every household is an island. Social organizing and power structures in rural Cambodia. Stockholm, SIDA. P. 34.
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Thanks to access to independent information about the land situation, created by a small number of outspoken human rights organisations and community activists, awareness about the land situation is widespread and growing. It is likely that broad layers of the population now understand that showing unlimited respect for those in power will not necessarily save them from being victimised. Activists such as the Boeung Kak Lake community or the videos of Venerable Luon Sovath, “the multimedia monk”, have shown that even families of the military can fall victim to land grabbing. Thanks to internet, news about demonstrations and other protests against human rights abuse is offered to Cambodians on a weekly if not on a daily basis. Through the example of the activists, broader layers of citizens are becoming accustomed to the idea that one can actually challenge those in power. Facebook is now the second most important source for news in Cambodia and is frequently used by land activists.

The growth of social media and the improved access to independent information was undoubtedly a major factor behind the 2013 protests. A third of the population now has access to internet, 30–40 percent of Cambodians own a smartphone and more than 98 percent of those accessing internet do so from mobile devices. Three million Cambodians are estimated to be on Facebook, and with the possibility of online anonymity people are encouraged to express their views in way and in a scope that is entirely unseen before.

The environment that CPP faces is changing, but despite announcements of reform, it seems that the regime applies the same methods to remain in power as before: by intimidation of opponents and by creating opportunities to create revenue for loyalists. As elaborated more on later, the practical implications of LANGO will serve the same purpose: it serves as a warning to CSOs and it opens up revenue opportunities for authorities regulating CSOs. Or as expressed by Sebastian Strangio when commenting on reform attempts:

“Since the 2013 election, Hun Sen has been forced to confront the essential contradiction of the system: the question of whether it can be reformed without undermining CPP’s political financial base,... in line with this most of the changes so far have been quantitative – more handouts to the poor, more populist decrees. Beyond that the system has mostly remained unchanged.”

One of the respondents, an NGO with presence in half of the Cambodian provinces made a similar observation: “There is stronger pressure on CPP strongmen to show presence at the local level. However, while being more visible now compared to before the election, they fail to approach the changed environment with a different tactic and they fail to stop abusing citizens. They behave in the same way as before, they just do more of the same.”

**NGOs increasingly act within the boundaries set by those in power while a growing number of CBOs challenge power**

In comparison to CBOs, NGOs have long seen few overt control attempts from the regime. This could be traffickers and asking for fines for imaginary or real traffic offences, especially before holidays, or in the run up to elections when there is pressure from CPP to extract funds for the campaign budget. In January 2016 the official fines for traffic offences increased fivefold and it was announced that the fining officers would be allowed to boost their income with the fine. See Parkinson, C., Traffic cops to pocket 70% of fines. ‘The Phnom Penh Post’, July 28, 2015. http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/traffic-cops-keep-70-fines Accessed September 2015.

Another example is a recent announcement saying that 70% percent of official fees paid for a one window service provides bonuses for civil servants. The Phnom Penh Post, 3 March 2016, Accessed the same day http://www.phnompenhpost.com/post-property/mlmpc-one-window-service-provides-bonuses-civil-servants

21 For a description of some high-profile land rights communities see Stanford International Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Clinic, 2015, Seeding the Ground, Promoting Community Empowerment in Cambodia
24 The post-election period has seen the government raising salaries and increasing sources of revenue for government loyalists in other ways. As an illustration, the police has been allowed to radically increase its revenue through new traffic laws. An all too familiar feature of the Phnom Penh street picture is police randomly stopping
because of the nature of NGOs – it is quite likely that NGOs, in general, are not perceived as constituting any substantial threat to the CPP’s power ambitions. As noted by Öjendal (2014), a long-term scholar on Cambodia, there are two parallel trends: while NGOs initially were the product of the UN and INGOs, NGOs have now become more localized and firmly established in Cambodia. However, at the same time they are also increasingly interlinked with the government. Öjendal notes that there are increasingly fewer NGOs willing to challenge the government or engage in human rights advocacy. In other words, NGOs are moving away from the function of holding the government to account and as acting as a buffer between the state and the citizens. On the contrary, many Cambodian NGOs see themselves as an extension of the state, carrying out service-delivery projects within a framework dictated by the government and replacing the government in failed state services, rather than being a force that hold the government to account for said failed services.

It is common that NGOs actively seek the involvement from authorities in the planning and implementation of their programs: Authorities are allowed to dictate who will be the target that should benefit from NGO projects and the provincial governor’s office directs NGOs where to carry out their projects. Several respondents to this study reported that it is a frequent suspicion that development projects are directed to certain areas to reinforce CPP support, while villages or villagers voting for the opposition are punished by blocking their inclusion in development projects. Pak (2011) makes a similar observation and describes how local CPP development committees or “party working groups” try to control and put their name on NGO and aid funded projects in order to increase their popularity. At the same time there was almost no development spending from the official budget in the same communes studied by Pak. Ou (2013) observes an increasing pressure on NGOs to integrate their projects with the commune investment plans and coordinate with village development committees, which are led by the village chief and deputy village chief and an assistant, appointed by authorities. The village chief – almost exclusively a CPP cadre – and the village development committee members/family members are often found to be part of “self-help groups” supported by NGOs, in case there are any benefits to be made. Brown (2015) notes how a rights-based approach to development has failed to take strong root in Cambodia. Although projects in language adhere to empowerment, in practice NGOs often engage in something very different: “community organising” in Cambodia tends to be confused with “committee organising”, giving a key role to local power structures, and is anything but empowering. Standard NGO interventions are top down and do not encourage organic organising of communities. Instead NGOs tend to depend on the local authorities, i.e. the CPP, to select participants for their projects. Typically, the project starts with a training for which community members have been selected and commandeered to attend by local authorities. At the end of the training an action plan is produced, and a committee is “elected” to implement the plan. Often the implementation of the plan is a result of financial incentives paid to committee members by an NGO, rather than a collective effort carried out by the community. There are few organic links keeping the beneficiaries together as a group.

In a study of the use of rights-based approach to NGO work in Cambodia Ou (2015) writes:

“At its core is the argument that human rights and development converge and, unless the socio-economic rights of the poor are attained, poverty cannot be alleviated. Its approach is to shift NGOs’ strategy from providing charity to empowering the poor politically so that they are able to claim their rights.” and he continues “Central to the relevance of RBA to development is that unequal power relations constrict efforts to reduce poverty. Proponents are confident in removing structural barriers to the poor realizing their dream of enhanced livelihoods and social and political status. However, critics argue that altering such deep-seated power is impossible and project that RBA will be discarded like other approaches.”

Sometimes critics instead favour a “moderated RBA”, “embedded advocacy” and an approach of “changing from within” the structures. It is however difficult to see how this strategy would succeed without a power analysis in place before/while engaging with those in power or without obtaining collective power before engaging with authorities. The presence and close involvement of local CPP structures in the planning and implementation of development projects makes it difficult for participants to speak out about root causes of peoples’ problems in cases in which CPP is a part of the problem. It is impossible to organise as a counterbalance to power – and empower communities by making them aware of oppressive power structures – if people from said power structures are an integrated part of NGO projects. Or as expressed by Maffi and Meas (2015):

“Community organizing, if genuine, is a comprehensive coming together and mobilisation of groups within communities that enables them to analyse issues and their root causes and to collectively advocate and negotiate their own agenda. This is a relatively new notion for Cambodia/..../.To avoid capture by patronage and instead support organic structures that represent all groups within communities, is the greatest current challenge of community organising.”

Frewer has made similar observations:

“The vast majority of NGOs (over 80 per cent) are involved in service provision of different descriptions (CCC 2011). Although human rights and corruption remain high on donors’ agendas, very few NGOs are able to successfully navigate the near impossible constraints of working in partnership with an authoritarian government while simultaneously having the space to criticise and challenge state actors.”

Anecdotal evidence from interviews held for this study illustrate how authorities/CPP tries to use and control NGO projects through yet other means:

- One respondent, a board member of a major NGO umbrella organisation and thus with an overview over many NGOs, reported that NGO leaders are frequently courted by CPP and even paid to make the NGO beneficiaries to attend CPP meetings and associate the ruling party with successful NGO work. In order to improve its popularity CPP seeks to take credit for successful NGO projects.

- An NGO director witnessed how two very popular community leaders supported by the NGO had been pressured to join CPP and had since been pacified. The leaders had previously stood up for the community which had been subject to land grabbing. However, through a combination of carrots and sticks they had agreed to candidate for CPP in the commune council election – and attract votes due to their previous track record – but had now given...
up their advocacy for land rights and had nothing to do with the community anymore.

The interviews also provided illustrations of how the personal motivation of NGO leaders prevents them from fulfilling the role in the official mission statement of their NGO. While fear levels seem to be decreasing among citizens in general, they seem to be increasing among NGO leaders:

- Staff in one organisation interviewed by the author accused their new director of steering the organisation away from land rights advocacy in order not to risk the career of his partner who was working for a government ministry. While the organisation had earlier clearly expressed a human rights agenda, the new director told the author that the organisation was not a human rights organisation.

- Another respondent, a board member of a major umbrella organisation, reported being careful not to provoke the government in their advocacy as the organisation had yet to receive a receipt from authorities acknowledging their change of director several years ago. Without this receipt, the respondent feared they might face problems with authorities under the pretext of not complying with bureaucratic requirements.

- An anecdote from another major NGO appearing in the study provides an illustration of NGOs actively censoring discussions about root causes of poverty: when a donor INGO organised a “capacity development” workshop for staff of one of Cambodia’s major service delivery NGOs, the NGO managers intervened to end the workshop when participants started to discuss the role of the government in maintaining poverty. The leaders of the NGO in question frequently claimed that they used empowerment strategies and used a strategy of embedded advocacy when they describe their work. About the same time the NGO was appointed to train the members of a major umbrella organisation in adopting a rights-based approach. One key task was training NGOs in how to interact with commune councillors.

Development partners: pressure on CSOs to work within the government framework & cautious criticism of LANGO

While Öjendal notices a decrease in human rights advocacy following a localisation of the NGO community, there are instances of development partners pressuring NGOs to move in this direction. Many NGOs have grown out of development partners – UN, multilateral donor institutions, government donor agencies – initiatives that were based on the assumption of the government being guided by development ambitions. As pointed out by Tim Frewer, there is pressure from development partners and for NGOs to work within a narrow framework dictated by the government, without critically analysing what role the government has in enabling or hindering development and with a very non-pluralistic view about what civil society should look like:

“Much of the development industry is cautious about the two active human rights NGOs…and often suggestions are made that they are biased and aligned with the opposition party/…/Under the rhetoric of partnership and good governance, any mechanism which isn’t legalistic in nature or framed in terms of working in cooperation with government actors, is deemed as provocative, unhelpful and even illegal/…/Yet few people seem to consider it problematic when NGOs and donors, through their support for establishing and implementing forest laws, land laws and land demarcation activities, sometimes inadvertently legitimise the government’s interests in controlling and exploiting locally managed land. Far from being resistant to new laws and bureaucratic mechanisms for managing land, the Government has enthusiastically used these new institutions and laws to push its own interests while NGOs are largely left behind to work within the framework of an imaginary utopian liberal democratic society.”

The ability of Cambodian CSOs to promote democracy & human rights

The author experienced the same attitudes from development partners while working for a human rights INGO in Cambodia. As an illustration, he was told by an embassy-affiliated development agency to erase quotations citing government involvement in human rights abuse, made by the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Cambodia, from a funding proposal to the agency. The same agency funded the office of the rapporteur but feared that mentioning his findings might risk the relationship between the embassy and the government. It was frequently stressed by the agency staff that all projects funded by them, ostensibly to promote democracy and human rights, should preferably involve the government in dialogue initiatives.

While channelling funds through an INGO, to a Cambodian human rights organization well-renowned for its evidence-based advocacy and high research standards, the same development agency frequently expressed it as problematic that the organisation was responsible for spreading “a one-sided picture” abroad of the government as a human rights violator. To this date the officer in charge of human rights at the Embassy, who has been in place for years, has however, refused invitations to meet and inform himself about the organization in question which remains the main source for all the major international human rights actors when engaging on Cambodia. The same human rights NGO recently faced attempts to exert pressure from another European government funding agency when providing evidence questioning the official claims about social land concessions.

In a parallel, Robin Biddulph’s research has shown how development partner efforts to involve authorities in the planning of a project against deforestation resulted in the project being directed by authorities to a geographic area and target group not facing deforestation. The project was deliberately made not to address key drivers of deforestation. In a comment on the global trend of development partners increasingly supporting “Good Governance”, Thomas Carothers – one of the most high-profile names in research on democracy and human rights support – claim that this trend reflects increased pressure on development partners from their constituencies to actively support democracy and human rights. However, rather than empowering democrats and human rights defenders to change their societies and challenge those in power through a rights based approach, the institutions responsible for implementing the aid programs have depoliticized democracy support into an issue of transferring technical skills to undemocratic host governments:

“...When it comes to fostering accountability for example, governance specialists often approach the task as a narrow, technocratic enterprise centered on procedural and regulatory improvements in public financial management. Yet for democracy buffs accountability is all about strengthening parliaments, parties, and political contestation.”

In other words, along with a global trend in which increasingly authoritarian governments introduce NGO-hostile legislation – 60 countries over the past decade – development partners also pressure aid-dependent NGOs and communities not to challenge their governments. This of course has an impact on NGOs and people’s ability and willingness to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social


change even before new legislation was introduced in Cambodia.

These attitudes have also been reflected in the cautious reactions to LANGO from the international community. The U.S. government has been the most outspoken, deeming the law “unnecessary” and warning about consequences on foreign investments in Cambodia. A U.S. envoy stated “I urge it [the government] to reconsider whether an NGO [law] is needed at this time, as there are already Cambodian laws on counter-terrorism and criminal activity, as well as a civil code, that address the concerns this proposed legislation is intended to address.”. Meanwhile the European Commission seems to have been pre-occupied by – very – quiet diplomacy. After the European Parliament condemned the LANGO and draft trade union law, the EU Ambassador uttered “As we have already said, the E.U. hopes that the authorities will give more time to consultations. Cambodia has still the golden opportunity to produce a much better law and, by doing so, to show internationally its democratic evolution”. In contrast, the U.N. special rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, Maina Kai, has been more outspoken, describing LANGO as “repressive” legislation “meant to restrict people’s ability to organize.”. “Cambodia...passed troubling laws which threaten to snuff out independent civil society,”. “The law is already restrictive enough; the uncertainty that we’re seeing now around its implementation is not helping. Instead, it’s contributing to what is already a very disempowering environment.” One respondent described frustration over the lack of involvement from Embassies in Phnom Penh “it was so much more difficult compared to the previous [LANGO] campaign to create a basic understanding within the international community based in Cambodia.”.

CBOs are the primary target of LANGO, the government depends on NGOs to implement it

While NGOs increasingly act within the narrow framework prescribed by authorities, as described by Öjendal and Frewer, there is also a parallel trend which is more likely to be the prime target of the new laws. Cambodia has seen the growth of community-based groups and loose networks of activists who are vocal and effective in raising awareness about the problems they face, particularly in relation to the land grabbing crisis. Most of these groups are self-established and only rarely work with substantial support from NGOs. Cambodia has also seen the growth of a strong garment workers’ movement which has pressed the government and the business interest close to them into major concessions – the minimum wage of the garment workers has seen big hikes over the last three years. These membership-based groups represent a new and increasing challenge to CPP’s power ambitions. While the role of the government in causing poverty and human rights abuse is rarely addressed by NGOs, the CBOs constantly challenge the government. Or as expressed by one of the respondents, the director of a major NGO umbrella organization who was critical of outspoken advocacy strategies: “Why does the government want to target the CBOs and the NGOs working with CBOs? Because they know that they [the CBOs] can mobilize people who can shout at them outside the national assembly.”

Could NGOs be used to contain CBOs?

With citizens depending on NGOs for service delivery, in possibly tens of thousands of “self-help groups” in thousands of villages, the NGOs are -would they want to – in a position to use their influence to contain community members who could otherwise follow the trend to speak out and request government accountability. When citizens increasingly question the government, it is also likely that NGO target groups increasingly challenge inefficient implementation of service delivery projects that involve authority representatives. Ou (2013) reports how authorities are indeed wary of NGO practices that would empower project participants and try to contain them:


The ability of Cambodian CSOs to promote democracy & human rights
“it is clear that sub-national government, under the direction of the central government, aims to limit the empowerment objectives of civil society, which are perceived to ignite people’s understanding of their roles as rights holders. Further, the fact that VDCs [Village Development Committees] have been integrated into the state system allows the state to have counter-forces against the activities promoted by civil society groups.”

There is already plenty of anecdotal evidence of NGOs who claim to have a human rights agenda trying to constrain and “moderate” CBOs who articulate government involvement in poverty and human rights abuse:

One of Cambodia’s major umbrella organisations for NGOs has since a few years back stopped mentioning any involvement of the government in its reports covering human rights abuse and especially land grabbing affecting communities supported by the organisation after receiving threats from authorities. The director of the same NGO, according to several separate witnesses, went at length to try to persuade the land activists from staging a protest with the motivation that “it was illegal”. At the Asean People’s Forum, organised in Phnom Penh in 2013 and meant to be an annual “show of strength” of the regional civil society, the same activists were barred from entering the venue and the NGOs organising the event decided to take land rights off the agenda after pressure from the government. The Director of another prominent human rights NGO made the effort to publicly explain to the land activists that they were not welcome inside the venue. Indicative of NGO sentiments towards community group activists, an entrance fee also effectively closed the event for poor activists.

Similar attitudes have been present during LANGO campaigns, illustrating increasing differences between NGOs and CBOs.

During the campaign against the fourth LANGO draft, the author witnessed at least two dominant NGOs initially attempting to keep CBOs and member-based organisations outside joint civil society initiatives, believing that CBOs were too radical in their approach to the government.

Similarly, some dominant NGOs resisted calls for including CBOs as equal partners in organising events during the Asean People’s Forum, resulting in CBOs instead organising the parallel ASEAN Grassroots Peoples’ Assembly.

The campaign against the fifth and final version of LANGO ended as two campaigns: “Stop and Consult”, dominated by NGOs, and “Say No to LANGO” dominated by CBOs and CBO-focused NGOs.

As elaborated on later, the costs and the bureaucratic challenges involved in complying with LANGO makes it practically difficult for associations and small NGOs to abide by the law. The only way that associations would hypothetically be able to access funds and administrative resources needed to pay the costs and carry out the paperwork associated with registration is through NGO support. It is therefore problematic that Cambodia’s two major NGO umbrella organisations have already articulated post-LANGO strategies to give technical advice to members on how to comply with the law, while trying to engage the government in dialogue about and monitor difficulties in carrying out the implementation. While their NGO members are already registered, the communities and self-help groups that they work with are most often not and compliance could therefore mean that they play a proactive role in pushing communities to register. If associations register this will increase opportunities to control them and will thus severely hamper their ability “to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change”.

Conclusion

Cambodia has reached a historical moment in which an increasing number of citizens and CBOs are willing to speak out and demand accountability. How NGOs and INGOs respond to the new laws, and if they choose to succumb to fear, could determine if this momentum will be sustained or not. With outreach to thousands of villages and CBOs, NGOs are both in a position to empower communities and to constrain them.

As pointed out by Öjendal, Cambodia has a decreasing number of outspoken human rights NGOs. It is therefore unlikely that the government would develop a new legislative framework solely to silence this handful

---

of NGOs – particularly as existing laws have already proved sufficient to use the judiciary against perceived opponents of the regime. Rather, the primary target group is the new proliferation of CBOs and membership-based organisations. Meanwhile, only NGOs and INGOs are in a position to provide CBOs/associations with the financial and practical resources needed to comply in broad numbers with the new legislation.

As described by a number of observers quoted in the study, many NGOs and development partners avoid empowering approaches that allow rights holders to address root causes of their problems. Organisations that do not carry out or encourage a proper analysis of the power structures facing the communities in which they work risk enforcing the very structures that maintain corruption and exploit the poor, in line with Caroline Hughes’ description of CPP’s model of governance. Instead authorities – in Cambodia synonymous with the ruling Cambodia People’s Party (CPP) – are frequently given a role in planning, implementing and benefitting from NGO projects in a way that is contrary to empowering communities.

As noted by Hughes et al., CPP’s hold on power is intrinsically linked to their ability to extract resources – especially from the poor – by drawing citizens into power hierarchies based on patronage and corruption. This is equally evident in underdeveloped rural areas where aid/NGO funding constitutes one of very few sources of revenue. LANGO increases the pressure on NGOs to abide by corrupt practices and opens up many new opportunities for authorities to extract resource from NGOs. LANGO will also increase the pressure on NGOs to allow their projects to be directed by CPP development committees or by CPP – controlled government institutions – allowing CPP even more influence over who benefits from NGO projects. Compliance with LANGO would therefore mean that NGOs abide with a system that entrenches CPP’s grip of power – especially if they are contributory in forcing associations/CBOs to register. This is far from the ideal of civil society acting as a guardian of democracy and human rights.
2. Cambodia’s new oppressive legal framework

The following gives an overview of key requirements under the Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organisations (LANGO). It is still extremely unclear how it will be implemented, not least as there are multiple vague clauses left open to interpretation. Article 11 declares that “conditions, formalities and procedures” for registration shall be determined by a MoI Prakas. A Prakas is currently said to be prepared.

Moreover, as will be explained, the scope of the requirements is so broad, expensive and practically complicated to implement that it is difficult to see how they could possibly be widely complied with or even more so, how compliance could be monitored by the government on more than a very selective basis.

Mandatory registration – but for whom and as what?

The law imposes mandatory registration requirements for all associations and NGOs and criminalizes unregistered groups: “Any domestic association and non-governmental organisations that is not registered shall not be allowed to carry out any activity within the Kingdom of Cambodia.” (Article 9). If they operate without registration they are subject to fines between five and ten million Riel, criminal prosecution, and in the case of foreign NGOs, expulsion.

While the constitution only refers to associations the LANGO, for unclear reasons, differentiates between “associations” and “NGOs”. “Domestic associations” in LANGO refers to membership organisations which represent and protect the interest of their members without generating or sharing profits (Article 4). “Domestic NGOs” refers to non-membership organisation which provide funds and services for the public interest without generating or sharing profits (Article 4). There is no definition of what “public interest” means. According to OHCHR this vagueness leaves open the possibility for abusive application of the law.

It is also unclear how “generating or sharing profits” will be interpreted. Many NGOs are involved in supporting livelihood projects based on saving groups, buffalo banks and micro-enterprises of various kinds which are meant to generate a profit, although normally a very modest one. If these groups are required to register – either under LANGO as associations, or as economic cooperatives under the Law on Economic Cooperatives, or as micro-finance institutions under banking laws – the registration costs and requirements will pose a significant challenge given their modest profits.

1 OHCHR, Unofficial translation on 19 August 2015, Law on Associations and Non-governmental Organisations.

2 OHCHR, A Human Rights Analysis or the Law on Associations and Non-governmental Organisations, 4 August 2015, P 5

3 The Law on Agricultural Cooperatives defines cooperatives like this: 1. Consists of 15 (fifteen) members or more, who are the Cambodian national and at the ages of 18 or above, who live in the geography of specific village, commune, Sangkat, municipal, district or Khan administrations of Capital/provinces in the Kingdom of Cambodia, and who have major businesses within the framework of the system of agricultural production, agro-business, agro-industry or services that are related to an agricultural sector; 2. Consists of members who invest their capital by paying shares that were bought, but each member shall own at least one share. Owning of the shares of the members shall be in accordance with a statute of the Agricultural Community (AC) concerned. 3. Has at least one type of major businesses within the framework of the system of agricultural production, agro-business, agro-industry or services that are related to the agricultural sector. (Law on Agricultural Cooperatives, Article 16.) According to Praka B7.00–06, issued by the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) in 2000, registration as an Micro Finance Institution is compulsory for any organisation that meets one or more of the following conditions: • a loan portfolio outstanding equal to or greater than KHR 100 million;
explicitly say that domestic NGOs and associations are allowed to engage in economic activities in order to pursue their primary purposes. At the same time the Law on Agricultural cooperatives requires a membership of at least 15 which is more than many self-help groups. Meanwhile, the banking laws prescribe that micro saving groups that raise more than 1,000,000 Riel (USD 250) from their members should register as a micro finance institution, and many micro saving groups probably reach that amount.

In the 4th draft of LANGO community based organisations (CBOs) were explicitly referred to, but were later taken out in the final version of the law. In the 4th draft CBOs were defined as “a group of Cambodian citizens who voluntarily agree to establish, manage and conduct … activities to serve and protect the interests within its local community.” It is not clear whether or not CBOs are now to be included under “associations”.

There have been contradictory messages from the authorities on the need for CBOs to register. An open letter to Mol from CCHR (the Cambodian Centre for Human Rights) referring to a group of land rights activists – 71 families – in Kratie who had been told by the local authorities to register under LANGO, requested clarification. Mol responded that CBOs “that do not have enough [structure] to comply with Article 6 and Article 7 of this law,” were not to register under LANGO. However, at the same time it was said that the Kratie community still was required to register, but under the Land Law. The Minister referred to provisions for indigenous communities applying for communal land; however, the community in question was not an indigenous community, neither were they applying for communal land.

- savings mobilized from the general public amounting to KHR1 million or more;
- 100 depositors or more.

4 “In accordance with Article 4 of this law, its scope doesn’t cover community-based organizations that do not have enough [structure] to comply with Article 6 and Article 7 of this law,” the minister wrote, referring to provisions on filing statutes, leadership biographies and other paperwork. In his letter, Minister Kheng said the 71 families in Snouel did not have to register under the NGO law. But he said the request from local police that they register was “correct in principle because indigenous communities can only get communal [land] ownership if the communities register with the Ministry of Interior in compliance with the 2001 Land Law.” To apply for communal land titles, designed to protect indigenous communities from private developers, groups must register with the government. However, Hak Nhen, a representative of the 71 families, said the families were not minorities and were not seeking a communal land title. See Kuch Naren, ›Minister Insists Community Groups Are Exempt From NGO Law‹, Phnom Penh Post, 24 September, 2015, https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/minister-insists-community-groups-are-exempt-from-ngo-law-92986/(accessed 24 September 2015).

5 See also OHCHR, A Human Rights Analysis or the Law on Associations and Non-governmental Organisations, 4 August 2015, p. 24.
for when MoI is allowed to deny registration. MoI is not required to communicate the decision for denial or registration in writing.

Requirement of neutrality: The law compels all NGOs, domestic and foreign, to be “neutral toward all political parties”. (Article 26). However, it is not defined what “neutral” means which leave open the possibility for arbitrary interpretation by government officials. In the Cambodian context this is particularly problematic, as legitimate criticism of government involvement in human rights abuse by human rights defenders has often led to such critics being labelled as CNRP/opposition by government representatives. Hence, the lack of definitions allows for a restriction of freedom of expression (guaranteed under article 19 of the ICCPR). Domestic associations are excluded from the neutrality requirement.

Even more confusing is the provision that registration may be denied and organisations suspended if MoI deems that the association or NGO has objectives that “jeopardize peace, stability and public order or harm the national security, national unity, culture, and traditions of the Cambodian society” (Article 8 & 30). How to interpret these provisions is not defined, meaning that the Government can deny or suspend organisations completely arbitrarily. Failure to comply with reporting requirements may also result in terminated registration.

The LANGO provides domestic NGOs and associations the right to appeal a registration decision to the court, but no further details about how to exercise this right are provided in LANGO.

In the wake of involuntary termination, LANGO states that assets shall be distributed in compliance with court decisions, (Article 31). However, Article 32 also authorizes MoI to deregister a domestic association of NGO without involvement of a court. In such a situation it is unclear how an association or NGO’s assets are to be distributed. This gives incentives to corrupt authorities to deregister an organisation in order to confiscate their assets. According to several respondents, a frequently occurring problem is that after reporting fraud in corrupt NGOs to authorities, corrupt officials rather than punish perpetrators, confiscate the remaining assets for their own benefit.

Registration requirements:

Article 6 requires associations and domestic NGOs to register with the Ministry of Interior by filing the following documents:

- Application form (2 copies).
- A letter stating the address of the central office an association or non-governmental organisation, recognized by the Commune or Sangkat Chief. If this is interpreted as a need to have a physical office, not just an address for communication, this will make registration impossible for associations and NGOs that do not have the resources to support an office. (1 copy)
- Profiles of each founding member with a recent 4x6 size photograph. As it is unclear what profiles means this invites open-ended inquiries by the government into the biographies of the founding members. (2 copies).
- A bylaw/statutes signed by the president of the domestic association/ non-governmental organisation (2 copies). With many small associations not even being computer literate this is a huge barrier.

The governing statutes need to have the following contents (Article 7):

- Purpose and goal;
- Name written in full and abbreviation that does not copy the full name or abbreviation of any registered association or non-governmental organization;
- Logo that does not copy that of any national or state institution, any registered association or

---

6 For example several regional and international organisations were accused by the spoke person of the Council of Minister of being CNRP supporters when they criticized LANGO and the other new oppressive laws. Radio Free Asia, Cambodian laws curtailing freedoms Groups says. 2014–10–10 http://www.rfa.org/english/news/cambodia/new-laws-10102014182751.html (Accessed October 2015)

7 However, there is the procedure for civil complaint in the civil court that should logically apply. Se Article 4 of the Law on Court Administration and Function, passed by National Assembly in 2015.

8 International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, Comments on the Fifth Draft Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations of the Kingdom of Cambodia, June 11, 2015, P. 11.
non-governmental organization, or the Red Cross or Red Crescent or international institutions;

- Rules for selecting, terminating, dismissing, transferring and removing the position of the president or executive director;
- Rules for changing the organization’s name and logo, and for amending its statutes;
- Sources of resources and properties;
- Rules for managing resources and properties;
- Rules for dissolving and disposing resources and properties upon dissolution of the organization.

Excessive reporting requirements:

Article 10 requires domestic associations or NGOs to notify, in writing, the MoI and the Ministry of Economy and Finance of:

- Its bank account in Cambodia within 30 days of registration.
- Any changes to its statute, relocation of its office, changing presidents or executive directors, or changing bank accounts within fifteen days from the change. The failure to comply to these notification requirements could result in the organisation’s removal from the registration list (article 32).

Domestic NGOs also have to submit (Article 25):

- A copy of its annual activity report and its annual financial report to the MoI and the Ministry of Economy and Finance by the end of February of the following year. The MoI may “if necessary” request the same from associations.
- Copies of all financial agreements with donor must be submitted to the Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Economy and Finance within thirty days from the donor agreeing to the proposal.
- Copies of all reports that are sent to donors within thirty days of submission. All successful funding proposals and all financial or grant agreements need to be submitted to the Ministry of Interior and to the Ministry of Economy and Finance.

Moreover, Article 25 says “The Ministry of Economy and Finance or the National Audit Authority may, if necessary, check and audit an association or non-governmental organization.” There is no definition of necessity or of who would make this decision, making this provision problematic – the vague wording leaves open the possibility of abuse, allowing punitive financial investigations and intrusions into the operation of NGOs and associations. There also appears to be no method of challenging a decision to audit or a definition of what the government considers an audit to entail; for example, would this mean seizure of records, computer data, physical investigations on NGO property?

Procedures for registration of INGOs

For INGOs, registration with the MoFA/IC requires the applicant organization to provide:

1. A letter of the director of a foreign association or non-governmental organization which has its permanent office in a foreign country, requesting to appoint its representative with the attachment of the “profile” of a person requested to be appointed as a country representative, one (1) copy and the request to open a representative office, one (1) copy. This means staff need to be recruited before registration.
2. A letter stating the address of the representative office in the Kingdom of Cambodia issued by the Commune or Sangkat Chief, one (01) copy. This means the organisation is required to open an office before receiving a registration, which might prove difficult.
3. An operation permit for the foreign association or non-governmental organization issued by a foreign competent authority of the country of origin, one (1) copy;
4. A supporting letter of the projects of the foreign association or non-governmental organization issued by the public authorities of the Kingdom of Cambodia, one (1) copy. INGOs that support human rights and democracy might find it hard to receive a supporting letter from a line ministry as these INGOs are normally not working directly with any line ministry.(Article 13)
5. A certifying letter declaring the budget for implementing the projects of the foreign association or non-governmental organization for at least six (06) months, issued by its permanent office in the foreign country, one (1) copy.
6. A pledging letter to provide all accounts of the foreign association or non-governmental organization in the banks in the Kingdom of Cambodia, one (01) copy. The INGO also has to notify the MoFA and
the Ministry of Economy and Finance of its bank account in Cambodia within 30 days after signing the MoU.

INGOs are required to renew their MoU every 3 years. The timeframe for submission of a request to extend the validity an MoU is 90 days. However, only 45 days are required to examine a new application (Article 16). It is unclear why it takes double the time to consider the application from an already known organisation. Moreover, there is no timeframe for the MoFA to issue a decision before the expiry of a current MoU, even when the extension request is submitted on time.

No grounds for denial of registration are provided for INGOs and there is no right to appeal. However, as in the case of domestic NGO’s, registration can be terminated if they are deemed to “jeopardise peace, stability and public order or harm the national security, national unity, culture, and traditions of the Cambodian society” (Article 35). They are also obliged to maintain “neutrality” towards political parties (Article 24) and likewise they can be terminated if the fail to comply with reporting provisions.

If an INGO only wants to “implement a short-term project” in Cambodia, presuming meaning they do not want to open an office in Cambodia, then they have to ask for approval from MoFA through a local organisation. However, what defines a short-term project is ambiguous. Neither is it clear what it might implicate for INGOs not interested in opening a local office but intend to implement long-term projects.

**Reporting requirements for INGOs**

INGOs must inform authorities of their bank account information within 30 days of registration (Article 17). INGOs also have to submit a copy of their annual report on “activities and finances status” to the MoFa and to the Ministry of Economy and Finance, within 30 days of the date of submission to their donors. (Article 25)

INGOs are also required to submit copies of “the project documents and financial agreements with donors by copying original documents” to the MoFa and to the Ministry of Economy and Finance, within 30 days of the date the agreement with donors. It should be noted that this is not a requirement explicitly limited to proposals and financial agreements for projects taking place within Cambodia.9

**Implications of LANGO on the access to fundamental human rights**

LANGO threatens the freedom of association, expression and assembly10 and conflicts with the Cambodian constitution where these rights are guaranteed:

**Article 31, para. 1:** The Kingdom of Cambodia shall recognize and respect human rights as stipulated in the United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the covenants and conventions related to human rights, women’s and children’s rights.

**Article 41:** Cambodian citizens shall have the freedom of expression, press, publication and assembly. No one shall exercise this right to infringe upon the rights of others, to affect the good traditions of the society, to violate public law and order and national security. The regime of the media shall be determined by law.

**Article 42:** Citizens of Cambodia shall have the right to establish associations and political parties. These rights shall be determined by law. All citizens of Cambodia may participate in mass organisations for the mutual benefit to protect national achievement and social order.

These rights are also protected by the international Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) to which Cambodia is a party. There may be legitimate concerns about criminal activities involving civil society groups, however, as expressed by OHCHR, existing criminal law is the proper vehicle by which to address such concerns.11 The constitutional council did not rule LANGO

---

9 International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, Comments on the Fifth Draft Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations of the Kingdom of Cambodia, June 11, 2015, P. 17
10 OHCHR, A Human Rights Analysis of the Law on Associations and Non-governmental Organisations, 4 August 2015.
unconstitutional. However, it is very clear several provision of LANGO are not in line with the constitution. The ruling party has very effectively abused its control over constitutional institutions to severely inhibit, exhaust or block all avenues of legal recourse against LANGO.

**Other new, oppressive laws**

In addition to LANGO a number of other oppressive laws have been enacted over the last two years which, taken together, clearly demonstrate that suppression of criticism and dissent, rather than support of democracy and accountability, is a government priority.

On 16 July 2014, the Law on the Organization and Functioning of the Supreme Council of Magistracy, the Law on the Statute of Judges and Prosecutors and the Law on the Organization and Functioning of the Courts were adopted. All three laws further undermine the independence of the judiciary. The Law on the Supreme Council of Magistracy gives the Minister of Justice a greater role within the Council and greater influence over judges and prosecutors.

In March 2015 two new election laws were passed by the National Assembly: the Law on the National Election Committee (NEC) and the Law on the Election of Members of the National Assembly (LEMNA). NGOs are barred from criticising parties during the election campaign with provisions banning NGOs from “insulting” or showing bias to parties.12

In December 2015 a new Telecommunications law was passed that gives the government sweeping powers to spy on electronic communication. It also criminalizes any electronic communication – for example Facebook posts – deemed to cause “national insecurity” with up to 15 year prison sentences. The law requires telecommunications firms to provide the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications with all of their service data, without the need for a warrant. In a comment on the law LICADHO said “Every phone conversation, text message, email, or social media activity could be under observation – and subject to punishment – at any time without the knowledge of those involved.”/…/“the law is so vague that it is very difficult to determine the legality of an act at the point of commission.” The law also enables prosecutors to order the destruction of “prohibited or harmful” evidence prior to trial, which could permit the destruction of evidence proving the innocence of those facing charges. It allows for government to essentially nationalise private telecoms firms if compelled by vague “force majeure” circumstances, and for the government to terminate and replace senior management staff if a firm is deemed to have violated the law. All Telecoms operators are now required to apply for a new license within one year, meaning the government will decide on the continued existence of the internet providers, TV and radio stations shortly before for the 2017 commune election.13

In April 2016 a Trade Union Law (TUL) was passed that seriously undermines the freedom of association, the right to organise and the right to collective bargaining – rights that Cambodia has committed to by ratifying the ILO conventions 87 and 98:14

The TUL stipulates minimum requirements of the number of local unions needed to form a federation (nine) and the minimum number of federations needed to form a confederation (six). These are high requirements for some sectors and is a means to prevent unions from building strength through numbers. (Article 10)

---


13 In an interview reported by the Cambodia Daily a spokesman for the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications uttered: “Mr. Makara added that his ministry was not involved in eavesdropping on communications and that the “legitimate authorities” vested with the power to approve such activity were at the ministries of interior and justice. Neither could offer an explanation of how this power would be exercised. Interior Ministry spokesman Khieu Sopheak said, “I’m not a lawyer, thank you,” and hung up on a reporter. Justice Ministry spokesman Chin Malin said he did not know who the “legitimate authorities” were, either, but would try to find the “technical experts” who did. Szombor, P. ‘Rights Groups Warn of Tough Telecoms Law’, The Cambodia Daily, March 14, 2016 https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/rights-groups-warn-of-tough-telecoms-law-109837/; See also Licadho, Cambodia’s Law on Telecommunications, A Legal analysis, March 2016. https://www licadho cambodia org/reports/files/214LicadhoTelecomsLawLegalAnalysis_March2016ENG.pdf

TUL requires a presence of at least 51% of the members of a union for a strike ballot, for holding a general assembly or for deciding about amendments to the statutes. For larger unions in particular, this is a difficult requirement to meet. (Article 13)

Unions are prevented from entering any legal arrangements – opening bank accounts or entering into contracts etc – prior to being registered. (Article 14)

Unions are required to report on all their activities on an annual basis and to provide details of their bank accounts. As under LANGO, the government has a discretionary right to carry out inspections and request information at any time. Unions are required to provide information about changes of bank account or membership numbers within 15 days – a bizarre requirement considering how fluid union membership tend to be. (Article 17)

Union leaders are required to be literate and TUL prevents anyone who have ever been convicted of crime from holding elected office. Considering the high proportion of illiterate people among workers and Cambodians in general this is a serious limitation. The law also requires elected officials to be a minimum of 18 years old, which could have serious implications in for example garment factories where most of the employees are young, illiterate women. (Article 21)

Instead of following provisions for dissolution as prescribed in the union’s bylaws, Article 29 prescribes that a union can be dissolved if 51% of members bring the issue to court.

Article 65 uses vague language that could be used to punish unions. In a parallel with LANGO it says that unions are not allowed “to agitate for purely political purposes or for their personal ambitions”. Another otherwise lawful strike could be deemed illegal if the union has a picket line outside an enterprise during a strike and is found “To cause a congestion or block an entrance and exit gate in the premises of the enterprise or establishment or to violently incite or threaten or prevent or coerce, through all means, non-striking workers not to work and close public streets.” Article 24 says that “relevant parties” may request an audit of a union. It is unclear who is a “relevant party” and it risks subjecting unions to harassment and having to pay the expenses of numerous audits.

Chapter 15 includes provisions about sanctions. Employer sanctions are too low to be dissuasive. For almost all violations, the maximum fine is a mere five million riel (USD 1250), which is not a significant amount for a factory owner. The maximum sanction for obstructing the formation of a trade union is just one million Riel. At the same time worker sanctions are high relative to union income – five million riel – which could be used to drain unions of money.

In addition to the above laws, a pending Accounting and Audit Law may impose mandatory external audits on NGOs.
In the following some likely practical implications of LANGO will be presented.

Increased interaction with government bureaucracy will escalate demands for bribes: There is an established practice of authorities requesting bribes whenever citizens depend on their cooperation. Likewise, NGOs are requested to pay “fees” for licenses, permissions, forms, receipts or whenever any documents can be issued or received. LANGO’s mandatory registration and increased reporting requirements, which place an extensive administrative burden on CSOs, will inevitably lead to an increase in the quantity and overall level of bribes requested by authorities. The following examples show interactions with government bureaucracy illustrating how LANGO will be used to drain CSOs of money.

Escalating registration costs: While there is no official registration fee, several respondents described how the unofficial fee paid to MoI in order to receive the registration license has increased dramatically; from a fee of USD 300 in 2013, by 2015 the requested fee was frequently as high as USD 1,200. As the cost of registering community groups formed through NGO projects will almost certainly fall on NGOs, this will prove a substantial extra financial burden.

Refusal to pay the requested unofficial fees generally results in delays on the side of authorities, and there is little to prevent authorities from dramatically increasing bribes requested from NGOs since it is common practice to simply comply with their requests. In 2013, a suggestion was circulated throughout a major NGO/INGO umbrella organisation that members share information and agree among each other accepted maximum amounts, in order to push back on the dramatic increase in the amounts requested, but the initiative never materialised.

Producing written bylaws and approaching the MoI for approval is the first hurdle in the registration process, and a particularly burdensome one for associations with weak administrative resources and skills. Even with the less rigorous pre-LANGO requirements the registration process normally required that provincial organisations make at least one trip to Phnom Penh, and it was very common for authorities to delay and try to find errors in submitted documentation in order to increase the pressure to pay bribes. The International Center for Non-profit Law (ICNL) describes the pre-LANGO process to register with MoI as follows: “Local NGOs that register with Ministry of Interior (MoI) are also subject to complex and lengthy procedures, pursuant to the LANGO. The process starts with securing approval on key documents from local authorities and submitting them to the MoI. Most of the applications do not meet the requirements for registration without assistance from MoI officials. The applicant may need to make revisions and/or wait for approval from one official or another. Reportedly, this process can be even more difficult if no payments are made to officials.”

Costs for reporting and submitting documents: In a context in which small provincial NGOs and associations are frequently computer illiterate, the amount of paperwork imposed by LANGO will prove extremely challenging. It will be difficult to find the means to produce and regularly submit the numerous required documents. Furthermore, bribes are frequently requested for authorities to even issue receipts confirming that they have received mandatory documentation. One well-known national NGO that engages in soft advocacy was asked to pay for a receipt confirming that they had notified authorities of a change of their executive director. They are still waiting to receive the receipt after two years.

Costs for implementation of legislation that was previously ignored: The entire spirit of LANGO is one of controlling civil society through red-tape barriers. Therefore, as LANGO gives authorities increased control over and information about NGOs/associations, there will be increased pressure to comply with other areas of legislation as well. As an example, an NGO director told the author about challenges in connection with the registration of assets belonging to the NGO. The organisation was instructed to either bring their cars for registration in Phnom Penh, which could potentially halt their provincial operations for months while the car was in Phnom Penh awaiting registration, or pay a hefty bribe to enable smooth registration. Instead, the organisation choose to register the vehicles as private property of the director of the organisation, which required a smaller bribe and did not technically require the NGO itself to pay the bribe. This increased the risk of the organisation losing their assets in the case of a dispute with the director. According to the auditor this is not a unique situation; audit reports regularly point out situations in various NGOs whereby assets paid by donors have wrongly been registered as private property of the director.

Increase of kick-back requirements: When authorities are in a position to determine who will benefit from projects it is not uncommon that there are expectations of kick-backs from prospective beneficiaries. One respondent reported that in one case of an INGO working in cooperation with authorities, channelling money to a local association, authorities requested compensation from the association amounting to half the amount channelled to it (USD 250 from a total USD 500). With an already-established culture of kickbacks, increased coordination with line ministries, in addition to authorities’ increased insights into NGO budgets, is likely to increase the size of the budget share requested by authorities. Today there are frequently a more or less open price tag on many positions with Ministries involved in the implementation of aid programs due to the possibilities to extract profits. Increased possibilities for the Ministries to influence and control the implementation of CSO programs risks permeating NGOs with the same culture.

Encouragement of fraud: When donors demand zero tolerance of corruption, and in an international aid environment increasingly sensitive to CSO corruption, there is much at stake for NGOs willing to pay substantial bribes. The unofficial registration fee, as well as other bribes, are paid without receipts and cannot be accounted for or openly funded from donor budgets. Trying to raise an increasing amount of bribes to comply with demands from corrupt officials comes with the risk of encouraging fraud within NGOs if funds are diverted from donor budgets and hidden in manipulated financial reports.

Rigged competition for grants: The extensive amount of information shared with authorities— including successful proposals and donor reports – will result in corrupt officials having access to detailed project designs from organisations competing for the same grants. This could possibly lead to confidential information being leaked/sold from authorities to competitors.

Costs of financial audits: It is not clear whether “financial reports” and rights to audit expressed in Article 25 of LANGO refer to financial audits by external auditors. However, it is clear that external auditor reports required by donors will have to be submitted to authorities along with all other reports shared with donors (Article 25).

Access to external audit reports would provide the easiest way for authorities to control and monitor the financial status of an organisation – it would tell authorities if the information shared in financial reports is correct and if tax has been paid. If authorities interpret their right to audit and check organisations as a right to demand external audit reports a number of complications will arise. For example, auditor fees are likely to increase substantially if there is a further increase in demand for Cambodia’s limited number of auditors. Furthermore, Article 25 prescribes that the annual financial reports are to be submitted to the authorities by the end of February – one month earlier than the reporting date for NGOs to back donors, which also allows one further month to produce the


3 “The Ministry of Economy and Finance or the National Audit Authority may, if necessary, check and audit an association and a non-governmental organization.” (LANGO, Article 25)
audit reports. The decreased reporting timeframe risks further affecting the availability of auditors and hence contributing to increased audit costs.4

In January 2016 the National Assembly passed a new accounting and audit law, regulating accounting and audit procedures for among others NGOs which is now awaiting approval by the Senate. It remains to be seen how this will be applied and if it will extend requirements on NGOs to carry out external audits. In comments on the law IFAC, the International Federation of Accountants, points out that Article 3 of the law makes the same regulations apply for all kinds of organisations, disregarding their size, which they say is unlike what jurisdiction normally looks like in other countries.5 Asked about the impact IFAC’s Cambodian representative answered: “on NGOs potential requirement is to submit to relevant authorities the audited financial statements of the whole organisations”.6

Costly retroactive tax payments: Another area of insecurity following increased control over civil society is the Government’s attitude towards tax debts. Due to a history of lax tax collection it is very common that Cambodian NGOs/NGO staff have avoided paying income tax. Tax officials have in the past asked for small, unofficial fees to distribute the paperwork necessary for NGOs to pay their tax. However, the government has increased tax collection efforts substantially over the past two years and there are signs that this will also lead to increased pressure on NGOs to start paying their taxes in line with other sectors. In early June the General Department of Taxation issued a notice (No. 3435) demanding that all enterprises settle tax debts prior to the end of June 2015 or their bank accounts would be frozen7. With such an aggressive pursuit of back taxes towards enterprises, it is extremely unlikely that NGOs would receive different treatment, especially in situations where authorities have full access to the financial reports of NGOs/associations. The broad powers LANGO gives authorities to request financial reports and to conduct audits of NGOs/associations will make it very easy to hit down on current and past tax evasion. With donor budgets shrinking at the same time as NGO staffing costs increase through taxation, it is likely that this will have an impact on salary levels in NGOs.

Several respondents expressed concern about the risk of retroactive tax payments being enforced on NGOs. Although no respondents had yet experienced requests for back-payments stretching back to when the organisation was first registered, interviews confirm arbitrariness in demands made by tax officials when NGOs try to start paying their taxes: sometimes authorities do not require any retroactive tax payment at all while others have demanded a years’ worth of back-payments. A rigorous implementation of back-dated debt settlement could threaten the existence of many, especially older, NGOs if debts have to be settled from the time of first registration.

The Law on Taxation provides for cases of non-payment of taxes and punishments thereof (Articles 108–116 & 125–137). With the access to information given to authorities by LANGO, consequences for NGOs could be very harsh if the Law on Taxation is enforced with regards to historical tax debt:

* Article 108 makes directors liable for intentional withholding of taxes;
* Article 111 provides for confiscation of property;
* Article 113 provides for freezing of bank accounts
* Article 116 (3) provides for procedure where tax assessment is withheld and government independently assesses tax liabilities based on information available.

4 Another challenge with increased pressure to carry out financial audits is the lack of professionalism found in many audit firms. No Cambodian audit firms are full members of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), the international body for maintaining and controlling standards of auditing (www.IFAC.org). As an illustration of malpractice involving auditors, one respondent reported about how her brother, who is working for a ministry as an officer in a project funded by outside donors, had been blackmailed by an auditor who was threatening to accuse and frame him for fraud if he had not committed unless he bribed the auditor. Another respondent had experience of auditors even trying to demand sexual services from a staff member of his organisation in a blackmailing situation.

5 Asked about the impact IFAC’s Cambodian representative answered: “on NGOs potential requirement is to submit to relevant authorities the audited financial statements of the whole organisations”.

6 E-mail correspondence with Benilda C. Fernando.

LANGO is deliberately made difficult to comply with

The Government has spent years developing LANGO and has had plenty of time to address technical weaknesses, but still many areas of the law have been left vague and incomprehensive. The reason for this is hardly that the government lacks access to the technical skills needed to produce a comprehensive legislation and after several campaigns against LANGO they should be well aware about objections from civil society. More likely, it is a deliberate strategy from the side of authorities to make it difficult to comply with LANGO. The heavy administrative requirements and the many vague areas of the law make it easy for authorities to find grounds to fine, extract bribes and close down NGOs – also from those trying to comply – in a very arbitrary way.

As an illustration, one respondent reported how his NGO has repeatedly been refused to make their tax payments: they are told that they need a letter from MoI acknowledging that the organisation has changed office before they are allowed to pay their tax, and as MoI refuses to issue such a letter they are now vulnerable to punishment. In a situation where authorities want to close down or pressure CSOs, tax and red-tape is an easy avenue, compared to more overt pressure, such as violence and arrests. It is difficult for outside stakeholders – development partners, Embassies etc. – to criticise a government for exercising its legitimate right to raise taxes.

Moreover, as the amount of activities that the LANGO criminalizes is so vast⁸, the Government cannot practically enforce LANGO more than very selectively, as expressed by ICNL: “Moreover, as a policy matter enforcement of mandatory registration requirements, and the corresponding prohibition of activities carried out by unregistered groups or organisations, may be difficult to implement and unworkable in practice. No regulatory body responsible for gathering such information has the means to pursue every group (two or more) of individuals who gather together with a differing level of frequency and may be performing the broadest variety of imaginable activities, from harvesting crops, to playing chess or Pétanque, to producing handicrafts. Furthermore, there is no need for the government to waste its resources in seeking to limit the activities of such groups.”⁹

In other words, the rationale behind a law that is “impossible” to implement and difficult to comply with, must simply be to spread fear. By making it difficult to comply, and with harsh punishments for non-compliance, the Government signals that CSOs should be careful: “your operations depend on the good will of authorities”.

To summarize

- It remains unclear who will be required to register. The extensive registration and reporting requirements of LANGO will pose financially and practically impossible to comply with for associations/CBOs but also for many NGOs.
- The number of bureaucratic barriers will make it very easy to prevent well-resourced NGOs from being able to comply fully, even if they have the ambition to do so. It will open up many new possibilities for civil servants to drain NGOs on money.
- The government is already able to arbitrarily clamp down on NGOs and use the judicial system to intimidate NGOs. Cambodia is not characterised by rule of law and there is no need for the government to have LANGO to assert its powers. Instead the most likely reason for its enactment is to install fear with CSOs to make them self-censor and self-regulate. Many terms and definitions in LANGO, the Trade Union Law and the Telecommunications law – such as “neutrality”, “if necessary”, violations of “national culture” etc. – are intentionally kept vague to give authorities broad powers to control and intimidate CSOs.
- If LANGO is successfully rolled out, it will help CPP to extract resources from Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) by extorting considerable fees. It will align CSO projects even closer with CPPs objectives.

---

⁸ Any domestic association and non-governmental organisations that is not registered shall not be allowed to carry out any activity within the Kingdom of Cambodia (Article 9).

⁹ International Center for Not-for-Profit Law, Comments on the Fifth Draft Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations of the Kingdom of Cambodia, June 11, 2015, p. 7.
It is likely that many of the costs for registration and reporting of community based groups & associations founded and supported by NGOs will be passed on to NGOs. With the financial and administrative resources needed to register, it is difficult to see that CBOs could be registered in broad numbers without the active “support” from NGOs.
4. Ways forward: From fear to pride

This chapter presents respondents’ strategies for meeting the shrinking space for civil society.

**CBO positions on registration**: Only two out of 35 interviewed community activists considered registration. The vast majority of CBO respondents expressed that as the sole purpose of the legislation is to limit their space they saw it as necessary to actively avoid complying. They expressed that even if they did comply, this would not prevent them from being targeted – not the least since key parts of the legislation are open to arbitrary interpretation. Registration would instead make it easier for authorities to single out and target representatives of the CBOs:

- “Why should we register, they are only trying to control us?” (CBO member).
- “We cannot register. They want us to register to make us stop protesting for our land. If we stop protesting there is only one outcome: we will starve. If we continue to protest there are at least two possible outcomes: we might get the land back or we might starve.” (CBO member)

One CBO respondent, involved in farmers’ self-help organising, had registered his group – a local branch of a bigger organisation – as an agricultural cooperative with the help of an NGO and under a legal framework other than LANGO. Their rationale for registering was to obtain access to funding in a government-controlled aid program. The majority of other members of the same organisation were not registered. Another respondent was undecided. All others rejected the idea of registering.

**NGO/INGO positions on registration**: The strong rejection of registration among CBO representatives was in stark contrast to the positions of Cambodia’s two leading NGO umbrella organisations, which have both expressed that compliance with LANGO is unavoidable. The NGO members of the umbrella organisations are already registered, but their target groups include unregistered self-help groups of various kinds. The director of one of the two NGOs expressed the following position:

> “Whatever human rights and advocacy associations say, a law is a law and you need to comply. So, first civil society needs to understand what is in the law, the implications but also the opportunities. Second, it is important to work with the government to make them understand our reservations and concerns about the law. We need to send them a message saying, well, the law has passed but here are our remaining concerns. So we have to work with the government to look at the guidelines for implementation. Thereby we can reduce a lot of difficulties with the implementation.”

When asked what would happen if the dialogue process fails and everyone still have a requirement to register, and why the government would listen to them now but not during the stop and consult campaign, he answered: “Then people on the ground will ring the bell [and say] we will not tolerate what you have done.” He also stated that his organisation would limit their own advocacy but intended to train communities to engage in advocacy. The other NGOs in the survey were aligned to the position of the CBOs.

An INGO director strongly rejected the idea of complying with CBO registration requirements but mentioned how registration could, eventually, also be used to the advantage of communities:

---

1 In the following CBO refers to groupings of voluntarily cooperating citizens as opposed to NGOs with employed staff members (hence CBOs here include associations unlike in the vocabulary of the LANGO).
“There is no reason for associations to rush to register. If they do it will be easier for the authorities to control them, and they will stop them from being empowered to change their situation. Only if communities are strong enough to negotiate from a position of power, with enough, well-organized members, can they use the registration as a way to gain recognition.”

A similar perspective was shared by three other INGO representatives. Contrary to limiting support to community groups, they were looking for ways to expand support to community activists and to groups with movement building aspirations.

### CBO strategies for how to meet the increased oppression

Creating strength by numbers: A respondent from a member-based organisation, which currently holds a NGO registration, said they would use the registration pressure on communities as an opportunity to increase membership numbers and become a fully member-based organisation:

“When community activists are asked to register we tell them to become members of our organisation instead. It is safer for them and it is safer for us. It is more difficult to target an organisation if there are many members and when there is always someone to replace the leaders [if they are arrested]. They cannot arrest everyone in an organisation with many members and many leaders. It is much easier to target an NGO with a few easily recognised leaders who cannot as easily be replaced. If the NGO leaders are arrested their organisations stop functioning. But in a strong association with a lot of members no one is irreplaceable.”

Several respondents expressed the need to use creative approaches in trying to avoid control efforts:

- **More effective risk-sharing**: “We never tell them who is the leader. We try to lead together. Then they do not know whom to arrest. We also build **solidarity with other groups** who assist us and we assist them. Together we become too many for them to arrest.”

- **Several communities train dual layers of leaders** in order to become less vulnerable: “In case one leader is arrested there is someone to take over.”

*The more people they need to arrest to stop us, the more unlikely it is that they will arrest us.*

- **Circumvent restrictions**: “We were told that we were not allowed to organise a public meeting outside the governor’s office. Then we asked for an appointment with the governors’ office instead. They only allowed two of us to come for the meeting, so then the other 500 of us accompanied the two to the governor’s office and were waiting outside during the appointment. Officially we were not having a public meeting but that in practice that is what we did.”

- **Meet and communicate in less obvious ways** to avoid suspicion – “We meet outside the village and pretend to be drinking beer together.”

- **Social media and communication technology** can sometimes offer alternatives to physical meetings. Several respondents mentioned that SMS communication is helpful for avoiding attention when planning activities, if it is difficult to meet in person without raising attention.

Despite the threats from the pending telecommunications/cyber law, there was, however, not much readiness to deal with surveillance or online censorship. While there was a high awareness among the NGO respondents, very few CBO respondents had any kind of awareness of safety measures for phone or online communication. A high proportion of the interviewed community activists owned smartphones and accessed information relevant to their activism online but very few used their smartphones for documentation or advocacy purposes.

From the interviews it was clear that also illiterate activists use social media and are active online. One of the interviewed unions had developed a specific smartphone application that enables illiterate members to communicate with each other and their leaders.

Some respondents also mentioned how they tried to “humanize” relationships with authorities by developing personal relationships with individual policemen. They mentioned that this reduces tension and enables negotiation, while not allowing themselves to be intimidated into stopping their activities through maintaining relationships:
“They send spies to our meetings. So what we do is not to mobilise all of us, but heads of smaller groups meet in a coffee shop. Or we meet 10–20 people under the trees where the motodops do not go, and with some beer. If authorities come we invite them for beer.” – community activist.

“Even if we only meet to play music authorities come to monitor us. But this started already before LANGO. The police spy at me all the time. .... We know the police commissioner and everyone and can have some understanding, we know them since long, the newer ones can be more problematic. We try to negotiate with them.” – community activist.

However, another representative also mentioned how a strategy of developing relationships can be a double-edged sword as the police also has an interest in developing relationships in order to extract information:

“The problem now is that they try to pay our members to spy on us. The police never used to be friendly with us [before]. Because we work for the community and are protesters, they used to beat us. However, nowadays they come and try to speak friendly to us and ask us to please let us know if we plan to do any activities and claim that 'we are all working for the people'. This is a new strategy they have in order to make us share information with them.” – community activist.

“Their strategy is to appear soft to people while using a hard strategy and threats towards the community leaders. They take all the names and want to know who are the leaders of the community.” – community activist.

CBO approaches to fear

As mentioned, there are strong indications that peoples’ attitudes towards authorities are changing. However, while the government cannot be everywhere all the time, fear levels are still high and are effectively doing the job for the government in constraining active citizenship. As expressed by one respondent:

“‘The problem is that people respect the authorities as their father and mother, they have to agree and cannot question the decision of the government. However, this is changing. We try to tell the community that you are the owner of the country and you have power and have the right to request the government to serve you because you elected them.” – member-based NGO.

Several CBO respondents expressed the need to use defiance as a tool to counteract fear:

- “The authorities are nowadays more careful not to threaten us in public, they are more concerned about their image after the election, but the threats against our leaders are instead getting worse... After the CNRP’s success in the election, CPP is anxious to become popular and get votes. We use that and continue to ask questions about their broken promises in public. That will break the respect and fear that people still have for authorities.” – community activist.

- “CPP tries to divide us by giving promises about benefits to some if they are loyal and abstain from protesting and do not vote CNRP. But we share stories about how they have taken back promises before.” – community activist.

Another story illustrated how open defiance had even resulted in stolen land being handed back:

“One man said in front of local authorities: ‘In the last election I stopped voting CPP because you treated us badly, you kicked us out from our land.’ Then he got his land back. We need to tell them that if you do not serve me I will not vote for you.” – Community activist.

The interviews also indicated how increased access to information through the internet helps to increase awareness: “People will not allow themselves to be cheated anymore about the quality of the government. They know that the people who steal and later give back part of the land are the same. A problem is that media is controlled. But now people get information through Facebook.”

Counteract attempts to divide and rule: Respondents also shared how attempts to divide and rule by handing out benefits to some of the affected community members had seriously split communities:
“[We have] two market areas divided along political affiliation. It appears people are divided because of political affiliation. If any coffee shop supports CPP, only CPP supporters will go to drink coffee there and vice versa. Even for funerals only CPP members go if it is a CPP supporter. People are divided.”

All the interviewed community activists expressed that they intended to continue their activities despite increasing risks. Several mentioned that they struggled with fear but with their own and their communities’ livelihood at stake they faced no other choice but to continue to protest. Several community leaders shared stories about the importance of building solidarity and how their communities had come out to show support and give them strength when they were struggling to continue:

- “We share the importance of community organising and building solidarity as a way to fight fear.” – representative of a member-based NGO.

- “Actually the people are very courageous and the leaders are afraid. This is something new. I fear getting arrested. They [community members] tell me you should not go alone and if you get arrested we find a way to support you. Because of the fear I once told them that I will stop leading the community. But they told me then we will lose our land. And once when I had a problem and called them 1AM in the night they all came to my house, in the middle of the night, to support me. Before only I was strong but now 42 people are strong.” – community leader.

It is also clear that in some cases an experience of intimidation can serve to reduce fear and spur defiance:

- “I will continue, even until the end, even if I am arrested. My members say the same. We have been in prison already so we are not afraid.” – community leader.

- A person who had been briefly imprisoned almost ten years ago showed the author a newspaper clip from that time that he always carried with him as a source of inspiration. The clip quoted him defiantly saying that he refused to accept to be released from prison unless his fellow activist inmates were also released.

- “The development of CSOs in Cambodia was very superficial. The decrease in democratic space and increase of oppression has forced a number of groups, whether they are NGOs or grass roots, to be more creative and to go beyond the working hours and bureaucratic approach to their work. It means there is a new kind of commitment to mobilising and engaging in advocacy. There is a new breed of activists, the growth of which is accelerated by the increased oppression, who are engaging in social media activism and more activist are also engaging in international advocacy. The repression accelerates the learning and the growth of more organising. A new breed that looks less at working days and salaries. This activism is different to the previous attitude of NGO workers. I hear them saying when working late hours, this is for our children’s future, we cannot just think about investing in their education and health care while leaving a disaster behind, with eroded nature and no jobs.” – NGO leader

NGO strategies for how to meet the increased oppression – keep the crocodile’s mouth open vs. accept what space is offered

Asked about future scenarios, views varied greatly about the long-term intentions of the government. While a majority saw a need to stay defiant there were also voices advocating the need to meet the new regulatory framework with compliance.

Compliance, “The government has democratic intentions”: A director of an umbrella organisation for NGOs expressed optimism about the democratic credentials of the government and a need to abstain from criticising the government or working outside the space offered by the government:

“We need to be optimistic about individuals within the government. We need to work with the like-minded within the government. It would be a mistake to not understand what the government is doing and cry out loud that this and that is wrong... The new laws reduce democracy, but Hun Sen still wants democracy. If we only work constructively together according to the above, then there can
still be democratic development... Otherwise you risk a situation where the civil society rises up, and repression from government increases, and there is no one to replace the government... Leaders want a good legacy. Even Hun Sen wants the young generation to say good things about him. When he steps down he wants to see that the country is still progressing, without any war...I appreciate the attempts to raise voice in the past, but now is the time to express solutions as well.”

Asked about why the government introduces LANGO the respondent stated:

“The government does not want NGOs to work closely with CBOs. Why? Because CBOs are well connected with people on the ground who are brave and walk on the street and stand in front of the National Assembly. The NGOs do not.”

Asked about what strategies he saw appropriate after the “Stop and Consult” campaign (a campaign for a modified LANGO as opposed to the parallel “Say No to LANGO” campaign), the same respondent expressed: “[My organisation] can consolidate feedback from all NGOs and talk to the Ministry of Interior. I can focus their attention on the challenges.”

Asked whether NGOs should engage in advocacy or not the respondent said “In a transitional period you identify who should do advocacy and eventually communities can do advocacy by themselves.” He saw a need for a division of labour between different parts of civil society:

“You need to identify key actors and expert organisations [among NGOs] and identify connectors between those who work in the invited space, in dialogue, and those who work to empower on the ground. In that way the gap will be reduced... In that way the government will see you are all friends and then you can reform.”

When asked whether additional dialogue initiatives will prevent human rights abuses directly linked to people running the regime, the respondent answered: “The government is helping the private sector to be more human rights oriented, so they are moving step by step.”

When asked how the organisation chooses its advocacy strategies, another representative of the same organisation answered: “We did not receive any acknowledgement from MoI after we changed Executive Director two years ago so we need to be careful with advocacy nowadays.”

Defiance, “You have to push the boundaries and defend democratic space”: Other NGO respondents offered a different perspective:

“Things are going to get worse before they get better. They cannot arrest and intimidate everyone, but they will pick out a few to try to scare the rest of us. So some of us will be arrested. But look at the election, everyone spoke about land grabbing. So the more they beat and steal, the more people know it could happen to them as well. Long-term they can never win through that strategy.” – NGO director

Several NGO directors shared how they are mentally and practically starting to prepare for increased oppression:

“We are preparing. We have to make sure that no one is irreplaceable. We have to make sure that we take care of each other’s families when someone is arrested. I am preparing my family and telling my children that I do this for them, Cambodia today does not offer them any future. We have done this before and we can do it again. Someone has to push the boundaries and show others that it is possible [to challenge power].” – NGO director.

When asked about how to approach the risks associated with human rights advocacy, an NGO worker replied:

“We need to be more strategic in how we choose what risks to take, but we need to continue to take risks. By encouraging networking and by acting together we do not have to stick our necks out on our own and can reduce the risk of being targeted... If we do the job for the government and censor ourselves or distance ourselves from activist communities, then they have won and democracy has suffered. There has to be someone pushing back in order to defend democratic space. Exercising oppression comes at a cost for the government, in form of lost popularity and lost legitimacy. It is very clear that the gov-
Government wants foreign legitimacy. It also risks aid and trade deals. No matter how much the Chinese [government] offers, the government still wants the European aid\(^2\), especially since this money greases the ministries and keeps the civil servants happy in very different way than the Chinese money, which can only be skimmed off by the top brass."

He continued: "If we make noise and spread awareness every time they arrest or beat anyone than they will think an extra time before they arrest someone the next time. As soon as anyone is arrested we need to have prepared so we can quickly gather outside the prison in big numbers...

We need to name-and-shame the thugs, policemen and military who are involved in beatings. If their communities know they will feel ashamed in front of their families after their photos circulate on social media... After military families lost their homes at the lake and other military keep hearing about it, that increased the cost of oppression – therefore we need to spread more information about human rights abuse, not step back and decrease information and advocacy."..."When the government wants to ensure loyalty during time of pressure they give extra handouts to the military and the police. It costs them to buy loyalty and they will have to share more of what they steal. Therefore, we need to spread more information and create more pressure on the police and on the military from their communities."

Asked about what could happen if the donor community abstained from supporting Cambodia’s handful of outspoken human rights groups to the benefit of “non-controversial” amelioration projects, the NGO worker answered:

“It is a very dangerous strategy if donors comply and stop funding groups considered too outspoken and think that they might change things long-term if they take a step back now. Someone has to keep the crocodile’s mouth open, also to enable the non-outspoken community organisers some space. The community organisers need the protection of the outspoken human rights organisations.”

Reflecting on the same question an INGO director answered:

“How much do you want to compromise, how much self-censorship do you want to get into before it defies your purpose? For example, if we would leave all work that could be considered sensitive in the eyes in the Government, then the only rationale for staying [in Cambodia] would be for self-preservation and in my opinion we would do more harm, because we would only serve the interests of the duty bearers. But certainly risk assessment and risk management has much more priority now.”

Parallel to strategies expressed by NGOs and CBOs, the INGOS also mentioned the need for developing cooperation and risk sharing.

“At the INGO level we are trying hard to develop a joint effort and a joint analysis about how we should go about fighting for space, realising that we are only reactive and three steps behind the government if we continue to work from our individual perspectives. So in order to be more effective in protecting our space we need to have a more united approach.”

Views also differed between NGOs on how to engage with the government:

- “We want to have a dialogue with the government about the technical aspects of the implementation. There is no use telling them that we do not want it [the LANGO], what use it is to demonstrate and shout on the street, they will implement the law anyway. But we can have a dialogue about the guidelines for the implementation, and perhaps they will listen to our advice. We need to build trust so they listen to us. If we criticise them they won’t listen... If that does not work we can train communities to advocate themselves” – Director of an NGO umbrella organisation.

- “They say the government does not listen to us because we are too critical. But last year we had thousands of exchanges with authorities, letters, e-mails and meetings with officials at all levels. If we were not loud they would only meet us in technical working groups every three months and there they anyway ignore NGOs... The organisations that

Motivation for joining CSOs & the willingness to defend democratic space

Several respondents reflected on the motivations of people to “organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change”. Different CSO actors perceive that they have different things at stake if advocating for democracy, human rights and social change. While community activists may only be able to improve their situation by protesting and challenging power – “if we don’t protest there is one option, we will starve, if we protest there are at least two options, we might starve or we might win our land back” – NGO/INGO workers may instead perceive that they risk the opposite. As expressed by one NGO worker:

“NGO workers live a very comfortable life in comparison to the community activists. They live in their own houses, drive cars and work in air con offices. They can afford to give their children education. Why would they risk all that if they think that challenging the government might make them lose this? The community members, however, often have nothing more to lose.”

If NGO/INGO workers with this perception serve communities at risk there is an obvious conflict of interest. With democratic space shrinking it is increasingly evident whether those meant to defend this space – according to the first model of civil society, i.e. acting as guardian of democracy – are willing to take on this role or not.

As with NGO/INGO workers anywhere in the world, there are different motivating factors at play when people seek employment with human rights NGOs. A willingness to promote human rights – especially if this implies risks – might be second ranking to other factors, such as pay levels. Even though the private sector increasingly offers alternative job opportunities, the Cambodian NGO sector still constitutes a key sector of the labour market available to Cambodian university graduates. In the experience of the author, after screening close to 1,000 CVs of applicants for positions at a human rights organisation, it is very common that NGO workers move between sectors – government, NGO, and private sector – in a way that indicates that a strong commitment to human rights is not necessarily the first reason for their choice of career path.

Another problem is that although there are isolated examples of university teachers and students attempting to carve out civic space, critical thinking is not encouraged within a university system that is under close watch by authorities. The NGO/INGO sector has a bias for recruiting university graduates and people with formal education. However, education is much easier to obtain for the privileged sections of society – which tend to be directly or indirectly interlinked with power – than for the underprivileged at odds with power.3

To remedy this, one INGO respondent discussed plans to develop alternative education opportunities and education methodologies. Based on deliberative pedagogics4 this would encourage both NGO workers as well as community activists to develop their critical thinking skills. A training program would stretch over an extended period of time – possibly seven months’ full time training – and would reduce dependence on staff with formal education.

Another problem that emerged is how NGOs approach citizens to involve in their projects. NGOs create artificial groupings of people by using per diems and other handouts as the prime driving force for engagement. However, once the per diems and other benefits dry up the groups tend to fall apart and civil society remains weak.5 It is possible that a per diem culture “crowds out” genuinely voluntary engagement.

3 See also Hughes, C. & Conway, T., 2003, Understanding pro-poor political change. London, ODI, p. 33
5 Compare Lowrie, John, 2009, The Name of the Game is “Sustainability” but does the last player count, Published on fundsforngos.org. “The reports and websites of NGOs paint a picture of onward progress, with inspiring PR copy framing slideshows of Cambodian schoolchildren and ‘empowered’ rice farmers. On the whole, however, it’s hard to pinpoint many successes that would survive overnight cut in aid, anything that is truly – to use another buzz term worn almost meaningless from over-use – “sustainable.” Strangio, S., 2014, Hun Sen’s Cambodia, Yale University Press, U. S. p. 225
Several INGO respondents expressed a wish to see a stronger rights-based approach taking root, with an understanding of community organising that allows target groups to indeed organise and empower themselves. While many service delivery projects today lack such a foundation, they could potentially be replaced by initiatives for addressing every-day problems through collective action, where citizens work together based on more organic, common denominators / shared interests – as opposed to top-down initiatives and being arbitrarily bundled together by authorities or because of the prospects of per diems.

Cambodia has a short history of civil society organising and several scholars have mentioned that low levels of social capital, after decades of war and turmoil, make voluntary cooperation difficult to achieve. If NGOs were to facilitate genuinely democratic practices for organising and learning, amelioration projects could grow into a foundation for critical thinking, increase social capital and become a backbone for grassroots driven democratic change. Transforming NGO projects into a seeding ground for collective action would, however, require a very radical shift from the “pacifying and de-politicizing” modalities at use today (see chapter 1). Furthermore, while authorities are not able to have eyes and ears everywhere all the time, they are unlikely to be naive about possibilities to use amelioration projects for empowerment purposes. One representative from a land community shared the following story:

“If we ask for permission to discuss farming or fishing techniques, they would not allow us to meet because we have a tradition of protest. I also tried to make other community members [who are not know to protest] organise such trainings but they were still not allowed. We are told to seek permission from the governor.”

This illustrates the immense importance of allowing NGO target groups to obtain a power analysis to identify and analyse attempts to control them.

A common theme raised by respondents was also the importance of moving away from the dominating, one-issue focused way of NGO work and articulate a clear and holistic theory of change. Or, as expressed by a representative of a member-based NGO, there is a need for “a bigger story” about the need to work together for the common good and social change, beyond narrow, short-term, individual benefits:

- “This is the mindset we need to have: We need to tell people when they join our organisations, do not expect to get any personal benefits from promoting social justice.”

- “We tell our members to think about the positive things associated with the sacrifices, we spread the message that those who are arrested and intimidated are heroes, they contribute to change and to improve the country. It is important to spread the message that people have rights. That they have the right to protest and to make demands. We inform them that no one will fight for us until we are ready to fight ourselves.”

- “When we were fighting for Prey Long we said this: ‘It is an honour to be the ones defending this nature. For many generations to come, we will be the one who saved it.’ So we are trying to go from fear to pride. It is not about us, it is a struggle for something bigger. That is why they cannot win, because they only think of themselves. We are devoted, they are not devoted to anything. Also, where are the risks: how many were killed in motor bike accidents and how many were killed by activism?”

- “We have to connect the dots. There has to be a bigger story that keeps us together. Different communities increasingly see how their issues are linked and they see the need to offer support to each other.”

6 See for example Trankell, Ovesen & Öjendal, 1996, When every household is an island. Social organizing and power structures in rural Cambodia. Stockholm, SIDA.
5. Recommendations

Do not encourage self-censorship: NGO actors with an interest in supporting democracy, human rights and social change need to assess their programs not just in the light of the new, oppressive laws but also in consideration of how to best make the current movement towards active citizenship gain momentum. This is a unique moment in Cambodia’s political history in which people have empowered themselves to speak out at a frequency and magnitude never experienced before. International NGO and their partners need to consider both how their programs can support this development and to what extent their programs risk counteracting newfound willingness to speak out. Self-censorship, fear and compliance exercised by NGOs risk spreading to the communities they work with and would help the government to stop this movement towards active citizenship. If impossible to articulate problems and their underlying causes it is also impossible to have a dialogue about how to solve them.

Address the RBA deficit: The greatest threat to “NGOs’ and people’s ability and willingness to organize and to advocate for democracy, human rights and social change” is not posed by LANGO but by practices inside the NGO community itself. As observed by Öjendal, increasingly few NGOs are willing to challenge power and act as a force for democracy. At the same time, the established practices of community organising tend to more resemble committee organising and programmes are not designed in a way that spurs the growth of a democratic civic culture. All-too-willing cooperation with authorities in planning and implementing aid programs has enabled CPP to use NGOs to cement their power.

There is a need to step up efforts to root programmes in a rights based approach, and to assess the substance behind claimed adherence to “empowerment”, “community organising” and “RBA”. Most crucially, there is a need to critically assess who plans, implements and benefits from NGO projects. It is important to assess to what extent project activities encourage voluntary collective action beyond per diems; help develop critical thinking; and empower target groups to become active citizens rather than passive recipients of service delivery. NGO projects involving extensive interaction with the government require a power analysis to identify and address attempts to control CSOs, as well as attempts to extract resources from CSOs. A practical step to encourage reflection could be to draw up a power map of the communities in which international NGO’s partners work, including the extent to which village development committees, village chiefs and their families as well as other representatives of authorities are involved in planning, implementing and benefiting from donor funds. Donors and their partners should assess to what extent target groups challenge power and demand accountability – and to what extent they merely legitimise and reinforce practices designed by ruling party to strengthen its control. Interaction with authorities should be avoided if this does cannot happen from a position of strength that enables negotiation. Frequently NGOs serve as intermediaries between communities and authorities where NGOs try to negotiate on behalf of communities (Ou 15). An empowerment approach would instead see communities organise collectively and negotiate on their own.

Increasingly scarce human rights funding should go to human rights defenders: It is necessary to acknowledge that not all actors want to serve as agents for “democracy, human rights and social change” – even if this is part of their rhetoric. At a time when government pressure is increasing on human rights defenders and funding is decreasing, it is important that scarce resources support those who take on the role to defend “democracy, human rights and social change”. While a plurality of approaches for how to achieve democratic
change may be healthy, it is important to see if there is any substance and real commitment to democratic change among those “human rights defenders” who comply with government demands that infringe democracy. There is a risk that well-articulated NGOs are agents of change in name only and “crowd out” more genuine human rights defenders. A “strategic retreat” into self-censorship and compliance might very well be motivated by an interest in preserving status quo and not risk a comfortable lifestyle, rather than genuine deliberations for how to best support democratic change.

Support deliberative education & critical thinking: If there is willingness but a lack competence in using a genuine RBA approach this can be addressed by providing substantive training opportunities. International NGO should consider, together with likeminded groups, supporting initiatives such as one discussed earlier which establishes long-term trainings of NGO workers and community activists based on the Earth Rights curriculum. If deliberative education is allowed to be the foundation of amelioration projects, they can indeed become a seeding ground for critical thinking and voluntary collective action, i.e. the backbones of democratic transformation. Combining rights activism with organising around amelioration projects might also provide long-term sustainability for activism.

Close the gap between NGOs and CBOs: There is huge gap between the stereotype NGO bureaucrat and a community organiser. On one hand you have white shirted bureaucrat, from a small segment of economically relatively privileged citizens. The stereotype NGO bureaucrats occasionally leave their AC offices, in expensive four wheel drives, to visit “vulnerable beneficiaries”, share “technical expertise” and provide hand-outs with local authorities as key counter parts. On the other hand you have community organising based on strong geographic, socio-economic and value based affinity between those who facilitate the organising process and those organising themselves.

There is a need to develop modalities for channelling funds and reporting procedures that do not exclude key groups from receiving support or taking an active role in program management. The donor community should consider how donor demands for formal education, administrative and language skills have narrowed down who staffs NGOs and their choice of target groups. In case there is a strong conflict of interest between personal motivation of NGO workers and the groups they are meant to serve, they will not be able to fulfil the official mission of the NGO. Giving a greater role to CSO actors who have closer organic links to the target groups might close this gap – either through changed recruitment practices or by reducing the role of NGOs as intermediaries when supporting communities.

One way of addressing the gap could be to transform NGOs into member-based and democratically structured organisations, as suggested by one of the NGO respondents, or to open up NGO boards to representatives of the groups they claim to serve. International NGO could address such legitimacy deficits by partnering with membership-based groups to a greater extent.

Support well-informed risk taking: If everyone abstains from speaking out or taking actions that could trigger oppression, there will be no one fulfilling the safeguarding role of civil society. Only acting within a framework approved by the government inevitably helps an undemocratic government to cement its power. It is crucial that NGOs do not assist the government in registering CBOs/associations and collectively resist attempts to drain CSO funds through corrupt procedures which entrench CPP’s patronage system.

NGOs should not rush to comply with LANGO and other unjust laws, but rather let the government “push first”. While there are limits to how much oppression the government can exert, fear and self-censorship are much more efficient tools for achieving broad obedience and control. This is the very reason for why LANGO requirements are deliberately kept vague, draconian and difficult to fully comply with. If NGOs agree to help implement CBO registration and reporting requirements, they could end up effective tools in the government’s exerting of control over CBOs.

It is also important that those who make the choice to challenge power, knowing the risks involved, are morally and financially supported and that efforts are made to share the risk through collective action. There is a need to prepare practical support of those arrested and intimidated, for example establishing a fund to support the education costs of the children of arrested human rights defenders. Plans should be in place for taking over the responsibilities of those arrested so that targeted organisations can continue to function, as well as for activating networks that can

Recommendations
mobilise support and advocate on behalf of targeted human rights defenders. INGOs actively involved in international advocacy have an important role to play in attracting attention to the fate of Cambodian human rights defenders.

**Cultivate a new ethos, articulate a clear theory of change and think towards movement building:** International NGO and their partners should reflect on the role of awareness-raising, organising and collective action in their strategies and articulate a clear theory of change. There is a need to assess to what extent individual NGOs are seeking to be part of a collective effort and how their strategies and work relates to the bigger picture of democratising society. NGOs should learn from membership-based groups how to build unity and strength based on a shared vision and a shared theory of change. There is a need to create a narrative about the importance to work for the common good and connect the dots between individual struggles. As expressed by one of the respondents: “We tell our members to think about the positive things associated with the sacrifices, we spread the message that those who are arrested and intimidated are heroes, they contribute to change and to improve the country. It is important to spread the message that people have rights. That they have the right to protest and to make demands. We tell them that no one will fight for us until we are ready to fight ourselves.”

Bringing people together around a shared vision for how to change society and a feeling of belonging to a movement, on equal terms, is something very different from participating in projects organised around top-down trainings and passively receiving handouts. If there is a powerful narrative, people are more inclined to join CSO initiatives. NGOs could play a much more active role in amplifying such narratives, but instead, as noted by Öjendal, the number of NGOs engaging in government critical advocacy has reduced.

**Build strength through numbers, reducing individual risks by acting collectively:** While membership-based groups such as trade unions have largely been outside the focus of NGOs, a common practice has been to create artificial groupings of people with the help of per diems and other benefits. INGOs/NGOs need to consider how they can support the growth of more organic groupings that share strong enough common denominators to be willing to act together even if they lose NGO support.

By increasing the number of people prepared to speak out against power abuse, the negotiating power of CSOs increases and the costs of exerting oppression increases. As expressed repeatedly by CSO respondents: *if we are many enough, not everyone can be arrested. The more people there are to replace those arrested, the more difficult it is for a government to succeed with its oppression.* Networking between different groupings, practical acts of solidarity with other groups facing oppression and the establishment of alliances is essential for building strength.

**Prepare for how to circumvent internet censorship & communication surveillance:** The importance of internet in raising awareness and enabling people to express their views cannot be overestimated when explaining the current transformation of Cambodia. At the same time, the government’s intentions – seen starkly in the new Telecommunications Law – are clear, and extensive censorship and surveillance measures are to be expected soon. It should therefore be a top priority to prepare practical measures to improve communication security – for example, by increasing security awareness and using simple tools for encryption – and to circumvent internet censorship. Khmer language instructions for how to use proxies need to be prepared. It is essential that Cambodia’s few remaining independent Khmer language media institutions be supported to continue distributing news over internet, satellite and foreign-based radio broadcasters. Civil society actors need to keep developing their ICT (information and communication technology) skills to stay ahead of attempts to control communication.

**Circumvent control efforts by changing funding and reporting modalities:** With 60 countries developing NGO-hostile legislation over the last ten years and space shrinking for civil society across continents, donor agencies have to adapt to the changing environment by creatively circumventing attempts to restrict democracy and human rights programs. LANGO requirements on INGOs/NGOs to share all project documentation with donors are currently being circumvented by changing reporting modalities and funding sources.

---

1 These are some easy-to-use tools: “Snowden explains why it is super easy to protect our privacy online” [http://bigthink.com/ideafeed/snowden-explains-why-its-super-easy-to-protect-our-privacy-online](http://bigthink.com/ideafeed/snowden-explains-why-its-super-easy-to-protect-our-privacy-online) see also [https://guardianproject.info/](https://guardianproject.info/)
Authorities can be handled in a variety of ways: by drowning authorities in reports; through vague reporting; or by actively avoiding reporting on sensitive areas and by channelling funds through unsurveyed channels.

When the level of authoritarianism is on the increase, international NGO need to consider using covert methods, such as those that enabled support to dissidents in South Africa or Burma in the recent past. In order to reduce the pressure on partners to share audit reports with authorities, international NGO could also consider hiring their own auditor to carry out audits of unregistered groups or of funds kept outside the books – similar to how certain American funding agencies operate in other repressive environments – thus replacing the need for audits initiated by partners themselves. Costs could be shared with other Cambodia-based INGOs who would therefore be relieved of pressure to share formal/traceable audit reports with authorities.

Current funding requirements among other German government donor agencies include that recipients must be registered organisations. This is a bizarre requirement in light of LANGO and contradictory to stated ambitions to support democracy and human rights defenders. If constrained by back-donor requirements, there should be concerted lobbying efforts by Cambodian CSOs and INGOs to influence back-donors to change reporting, registration and admin requirements to allow for cooperation with illiterate, underprivileged and outlawed groups of human rights defenders. It could also be helpful to pro-actively create a new reporting “best-practice” through cooperation between likeminded INGOs through collectively developing new procedures. Village chiefs are often involved in project management for the simple reason that they are literate and can do the required paperwork. Modern technology, however, provides ample opportunities allowing illiterate people to deal with financial reporting. For example, there is available software in which aggregated video recordings can be used to verify receipt of funds, instead of easily forged paper receipts. Encrypting the same information and transmitting to encrypted databases improves safety and would allow illiterate people to handle substantial parts of a project’s financial management at the same time as improving accountability. In a conversation, audit firm PwC suggested that if about five INGOs approved of and used this method, PwC would consider it an acceptable best practice to replace parts of the paper-based reporting.

Fight corruption & patronage, strengthen democratic accountability: Increased accountability is strongly dependent on strengthening the internal democratic structures in CSOs, including concerted efforts to address gender equality. Encouraging democratic accountability through deliberative and democratic education, transparent and democratic decision-making and abandoning “one-man/male show” centred, hierarchical leadership ideals will effectively attack the seeding ground for corruption and patronage.

Corruption erodes CSOs and feeds the system by fueling patronage. It also creates potential blackmailing situations in which pending corruption cases can be used to threaten CSO leaders. Donor coordination, training in financial literacy skills, measures to improve financial transparency and other efforts to increase internal accountability and change the ethos in CSOs is crucial. Again, new technology makes it possible to simultaneously increase accountability, avoid surveillance attempts and be less exclusive in the choice of target groups and intermediaries.

LANGO increases pressure on CSOs to bribe authorities. This corruption in turn strengthens CPP’s grip of power. INGOs need to face the obvious inconsistency between zero tolerance to corruption and knowing that their partners fuel government corruption by spending outside the books. One way of pushing back is to be more transparent and talk about these practices.

A study of the estimated total costs for civil society for increased administration, registration costs and other bribes induced by LANGO could be used to raise awareness about the financial burden on NGOs resulting from LANGO. This could be a way to find a common ground to engage more groups in resisting LANGO.

In the videos recipients state who they are, how much they have received, from whom and for what purpose. In addition, the video contains digital information about time and GPS position. Paper reports, fingerprinted or signed by (alleged) recipients, could be replaced by fingerprint scanning, possibly using smartphones, cheap fingerprint scanners or even iris scanners. Based on a sample of 2000 respondents, it was estimated that 94 % of Cambodians between 15 and 65 are estimated to own mobile phones, 99 % reachable by some kind of phone, and 30 % smart phones. Kimchhoy Phong & Javier Solá, 2014, Mobile phones in Cambodia, Open Institute and Asia Foundation.
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